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ABSTRACT 

 

Marker genes can be used to find biological insights from metagenomic data. 

Due to their expected conservation through evolution it is possible to identify them 

within a population. The most significant example is that of 16S rRNA marker gene 

which is widely used amongst the scientific community for bacteria. A universal 

marker gene for viral populations does not exist, as there is no one gene that is present 

on all viruses. There are a number of group specific marker genes for viruses, some of 

them essential for important functions such as replication. These marker genes within 

viral metagenomes can be analyzed to give insight into the biology of a viral 

assemblage; these tools are needed to automate the analysis of such data, which can 

help analyze the evolutionary relationship amongst viruses. In this project we develop 

AutoPhy, a tool developed to analyze marker gene diversity through the automated 

development of a phylogenetic tree from metagenomics data. This analytical tool 

integrates other tools and perl scripts on the shell environment, to streamline 

sequences chosen as marker genes of interest in metagenomes. It helps produce a tree 

in the newick format of the marker gene of interest from the sequences submitted. A 

unique suite of scripts makes up the pipeline that is involved in finding this region of 

interest using reference sequences, and specifically choosing the best sequences for 

the purpose. As a part of the study, the various scripts used in the pipeline including 

the trim suite were validated using mock data to check for their accuracy. In addition, 

the AutoPhy output was scrutinized using a manually created gold standard DNA 
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Polymerase A tree. The tool was produces a phylogenetic tree with expected structure, 

but there remains potential for improvements. The output generated requires fine-

tuning in terms of identification and removal of artifactual deep branches and addition 

of an iterative step to better align and group some sequences. With future 

improvements, the tool will be implemented as a part of the VIROME pipeline. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Viruses  

Viruses are an important part of the environment and the extent of their 

diversity and the roles they play, are still largely unknown. After years of research, 

enough evidence was collected to suggest that viruses were not just tiny pieces of life 

but a more significant part of the ecosystem. Viruses infect all domains of life and 

exist wherever cellular life can be found [1]. 

Marine virology has become an important topic of study, with concentrations 

of viruses at approximately107 per milliliters of surface seawater [2]. The majority of 

these are bacteriophage (phage), viruses that infect bacteria. Phages are known to 

control bacterial population and bring considerable changes in their communities. 

Horizontal gene transfer can impact microbial processes like resistance and 

metabolism [2].  

Bacteriophages mediate transduction, which is a mechanism of genetic 

exchange. Horizontal gene transfer is predominantly responsible for the evolution of 

antibiotic resistance bacteria through conjugation, transformation and transduction. 

Specialized transduction takes place only in temperate phages, whereas both lytic and 

temperate cells can undergo generalized transduction. Twenty-seven sequenced 

metagenomes were explored and it was observed that there were a high proportion of 

mobile genetic elements in addition to phages, among different microbial 

communities. When the proportion of these was so high, it was suggested that this 

might contribute to horizontal gene transfer [18].   
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Viruses can be discovered using a variety of techniques. The conventional 

methods include electron microscopy, cell culture, serology and inoculation studies. 

These techniques each have their own restrictions. Advances in technology have led to 

techniques such as microarray, hybridization-based methods and PCR amplification 

and shotgun metagenomes [3]. Shotgun metagenomics is able to significantly better 

explain structure and function of the naturally occurring communities, in comparison 

to the culture dependent methods [18]. A technological advance in the form of 

metagenomics has resulted in a more amalgamated study of microbial populations, by 

analyzing the nucleotide sequence in an entire sample [3]. Studies have shown that 

metagenomics was also able to avoid many of the limitations of the conventional 

methods. This can be illustrated with the “great plate-count anomaly”. It was observed 

that the diversity observed under the microscope, was not captured in cultures in petri 

plates or test tubes. All microbes could not grow on media; one of the reasons being 

microbes grow in a community, continuously exchanging genes, chemicals, and 

metabolic products. Metagenomics on the other hand, is able to in a sense keep the 

community together, and investigate the community at their source. They are sampled 

collectively which in turn helps keep the complexity and dynamics of their 

interactions intact [20]. This method has been able to describe the diversification of 

the environment, in a more holistic sense [4].   
 

1.2. Markers and phylogenetics 

In bacterial and other cellular life, quantification and getting a grasp on the 

vastness of the community has been achieved through the discovery of a universal 

marker, the SSU rRNA gene. When it was suggested that gene sequences could 
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possibly be used as time lines to elucidate phylogenetic relationships, the concept of 

rRNA genes helped with the purpose and was used to explain the three domains of 

life. The possibility of the ability to store rRNA sequences in the database and being 

able to reconstruct phylogeny using them was an important find in this world [21].  

Using simplified marker gene studies is a more economical method of 

assessing the diversity of sequences [5] but in viruses, one of the leading problems is 

the lack of a universal marker gene. Higher probabilities of gene transfer events lead 

to difficulty in assessing the diversity [6]. Due to their polyphyletic origins, looking 

for marker genes group-specific level can possibly help with better determination of 

potentiality of the marker [7].  Marker genes of viral diversity must have the following 

qualities: ability to be widely distributed and also within the population being 

investigated, importance in viral biology (for e.g., essential for replication), ability in 

assisting the analysis of diversity and mapping genetic characteristics, presence in 

reference databases [8].  

One of the most convenient ways to analyze markers is looking at phylogenetic 

relationships. Phylogenetic trees and their relationship defining branches are an 

important part of numerous areas of biology. The phylogenetic frame of reference has 

been able to conclude many patterns of evolution, including nitrogen fixing 

symbioses, mustard oil production, etc. Phylogenetic reconstruction can be applied to 

find history of evolution of genes [19]. It is always important to perform extensive 

phylogenetic analyses to the data [9]. 

1.3. Marker genes of special interest 

Marker genes are good tools that can be used in a variety of research areas. 

They can especially be used extensively in analyzing metagenomic data. Marker genes 
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tend to be more phylogenetically conserved and the likeliness of them having 

undergone horizontal gene transfer is also supposed to be low. If specifically 

conserved genes are chosen, their phylogenetic signal can be exploited [10].  

There are a number of markers/signature genes available for various virus 

groups. The marker gene product of cyanophages belonging to the Myoviridae family 

is g20 (major capsid protein) [23] is another marker for T4 members of freshwater 

cyanophages, Phycodnaviridae, and Gokushovirinae subfamily, of the Myoviridae 

family [5]; tail sheath protein, g91, one of the many markers for cyanophages of the 

Myoviridae family, that infect Microcystis aeruginosa[24]. The various photosynthetic 

proteins (psbA, psbD) are also seen as indicators of cyanophages [25]. Phosphate 

starvation protein derived from phoH has also been seen as a potential marker for 

cyanophages. The g43 signature gene, which gives the product DNA polymerase, is a 

possible marker gene for the T4-like members of Myoviridae. PolB gene, which codes 

for the DNA polymerase protein is seen as a possible marker for Phycodnaviridae. 

Gene RdRp gives the product RNA-dependent RNA polymerase seen in RNA viruses. 

Syn9_g101 coding for the gene product putative tail fiber is a possible occupant of 

Cyanophage and it belongs to the Myoviridae family. CobS codes for putative 

porphyrin biosynthetic protein and it is also a marker targeting the cyanophages of the 

Myoviridae [5]. T7mcp coding for major capsid protein targets the T7-like members of 

Podoviridae. PolA gene or DNA polymerase has been seen as a potential indicator for 

Podoviridae [11].  

 Schmidt et al., 2014 extensively analyzed DNA polymerases family A 

genes, which are found in tailed bacteriophages. DNA polymerase is an important 

component in DNA replication and can be found commonly across environments [11]. 
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In most metagenomic sequences of virioplankton it was seen that three of the motifs 

were conserved in the DNA pol gene; Asparagine (binds catalytic magnesium), 

Glutamine (stabilizes enzyme and stops integration of ribonucleotides), Arginine at 

position 705, 710, and 712 respectively, are conserved residues in motif A. Arginine, 

Lysine, Phenylalanine and Tyrosine at position 754, 758, 762, and 766 respectively 

are conserved in motif B. It was seen that all of these residues and motif C (positions 

881-883) were highly conserved, with an exception of the amino acid at position 762. 

The residue number 762 was chosen on the basis of reference sequence E.coli Pol I 

gene product, and it was observed that phenylalanine occurred in the wild type. 

Leucine mutation at this position was seen to be more common in comparison to 

tyrosine, amongst the virioplankton.  

 When phylogenetic analysis was performed on the alignment to observe the 

clustering of the sequences within the tree, it was seen that sequences with the same 

amino acid mutation or same amino acid at position 762 were clustering together. The 

analysis helped to observe the evolutionary distance amongst the different clades and 

the diversity of each one of them (Figure 1.1).  
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Figure 1.1: phylogenetic analysis on the alignment of sequences showed that clusters 
of sequences with the same residue at position 762 claded together 
(Source: Schmidt et al., 2014; adapted from Rachel Marine) 
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 Lysogenic phages seemed to contain the leucine substitution at position 

762, and lytic phages primarily had the tyrosine substitution and wild type 

phenylalanine, indicating that this position could be a potential indicator of the 

lifestyle followed by the phage [11]. 

   Another paper of importance that involved an important marker gene 

find, was Sakowski et al., 2013 who discovered another potential marker of 

importance which were the Ribonucleotide reductases (RNRs). These enzymes are 

divided into 3 classes, based on their Oxygen dependence. It was seen that RNR 

contained a number of qualities, which made it an attractive marker gene for the study. 

They were also present in dsDNA viruses, which was an added advantage. It captured 

the diversity of virioplankton in way that was not possible with other genes. The main 

importance of this enzyme was that it was involved in DNA replication, because of 

which the potential of RNR as a marker gene was considered high. In addition, it was 

able to support “kill the winner” hypothesis which basically indicated that podoviruses 

which infect a specific spectrum of viruses, was found abundantly found in 

bacterioplankton which was dominant within the population of virioplankton [8]. “Kill 

the winner” hypothesis, in this context describes the effect of accessibility of 

resources, influence of predators and viruses, on virioplankton [21].   

 The information obtained from these marker genes are going to be used 

as reference sequences for a tool which will be explained in later sections, and this 

tool is potentially to be integrated as a middle layer in VIROME.  
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1.4. Introduction to VIROME 

 Viral Informatics Resource for Metagenome Exploration or VIROME 

(http://virome.dbi.udel.edu/) is a tool (Figure 1.2) developed to analyze and explore 

metagenomes using a web-based interface [13]. It consists of applications that are 

optimized to improve the analysis of viral metagenomes. The pipeline performs 

quality screening, sequence analysis, and describes sequence homology. The 

application interface helps users explore their results and bin sequences for further 

analysis [13]. 

In the sequence quality steps, to summarize, duplicate sequences are removed, 

any RNA homologs and contaminants that are present are also removed from the 

sequence libraries. After sequence quality steps, the sequences are analyzed and 

annotated. As shown in Figure 1.2, UniRef 100 knowledgebase [28] is used to obtain 

metagenomic sequences with similarity to known databases using BLASTp. The 

environmental sequences are detected using MgOl database, which consists of 

microbial and viral sequences, and which is then divided into microbial hits and viral 

hits.  
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Figure 1.2: Flowchart of the virome pipeline. After sequence analysis conducted using 
BLASTP, If the sequence is a significant UniRef hit with a significantly 
high e-value then it is put in the “known bin”, and if the homologue has a 
meaningful annotation then it is considered a functional protein. 
Sequences with hits only with MgOl are placed in the Environmental 
protein bin and then classified into “only microbial” or “only viral” hits. 
If the peptide has no hit against MgOl or UniRef 100, it is considered an 
ORFan (novel gene). (Source: Wommack and Polson et al., 2012) 
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 Metagenomes Online is a database that contains 270 metagenome 

libraries (as of April 6th, 2017). They can be used to find homologous sequences 

within the environment and this could in turn, help find novel sequences. There are 

also sequences of eukaryotic, viral and microbial origin. All the data in the database 

was predicted using shotgun metagenome sequences. 

1.5. Need for tools to analyze markers 

 There is a need to build tools that will be able to find markers in 

datasets using reference sequences, automatically, in addition to the regions of 

interest. Schmidt et al (2014) observed that the region of interest (around position 762) 

had to be specifically extracted for analysis. This specific extraction helps in 

streamlining the marker selection process, finding conserved residues (if present), and 

mutations of interest. Finding evolutionary relationships, using reference sequences 

while taking advantage of trimmed regions helps in the overall process of building a 

clean tree.  

 An attempt is being made to provide a more automatic means of 

recreating the insights found through manual methods by Schmidt et al (2014), and 

Sakowski et al (2013). In this thesis, AutoPhy is described as an analytical tool that 

was designed to be a potential marker finder, using reference sequences. AutoPhy was 

started with the idea of an automated workflow, which would identify, process, and 

analyze marker genes in shotgun metagenome data on VIROME, to provide 

phylogenetic trees in the form of a newick format file.  

 METAVIR [22] is the only other tool available for automated 

phylogenetic tree generation, using reference sequences. A variety of marker genes are 

available against which trees can be built and can be requested for, using the website. 
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This tool uses the available marker gene information for viruses and develops 

phylogenetic trees. The tool has a number of projects available, each of which has a 

studied group listed in addition to a list of reference sequences. The source of the 

reference sequences is Pfam (link to the marker on Pfam [26], not available on website 

currently). As per the information available, it is not known when the reference 

sequences were updated last and on what criteria they were chosen to be able to 

represent the specific marker gene. It is not mentioned, if the sequences displayed on 

the phylogenetic tree, are selected based on any criteria or if complete sequences have 

been used in the tree. 

 AutoPhy is meant to actively examine data provided and use different 

sets of reference sequences, depending on the marker analyzed in the dataset. The tool 

meant to be an extension to the VIROME platform and before the sequences are 

submitted to the tool, the sequences are meant to undergo a few strict upstream 

processes.  

 After the ORFs have been annotated using UniRef 100 in VIROME 

pipeline, each ORF will have information attached to it, such as gene description and 

function and recorded in the VIROME database. The database is updated with the 

release of a new library. For AutoPhy depending on the markers being investigated, 

candidate ORFs matching a marker gene of interest is extracted by searching the 

marker gene keyword against the database. The sequences would have to be 

corroborated with the function that they have been assigned. If the example of DNA 

polymerase were taken, the sequences would be verified of their function using a 

script to confirm that a sequence is actually the sequence or protein of interest that is, 

it is actually a DNA polymerase. In the case of a DNA polymerase the prevalence of 
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the sequence can be confirmed with looking at the 762 

(dnasko/dna_pola_762_caller.git) position that has been discussed in the beginning of 

Introduction. If the sequence does not have the necessary amino acid at position of 

interest, then the sequence would be removed from being analyzed further 

downstream. These highly validated sequences will then be forwarded to AutoPhy for 

the development of a phylogenetic tree. The tool AutoPhy will be discussed in further 

detail in the next chapter: “Chapter – 2: Development of AutoPhy”. 
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Chapter 2 

DEVELOPMENT OF AUTOPHY 

 

 Phylogenetic trees can be remarkably good indicators of evolutionary 

relationships among different species. AutoPhy was inspired by the idea of automating 

the development of phylogenetic trees from a shotgun metagenome. AutoPhy uses this 

idea to take the task of finding markers, forward. The hope is to be able to confirm the 

usability and importance of regions of interest within sequences in the dataset and 

quantify them.  

 When sequences are being submitted to different tools to develop a 

phylogenetic tree, various factors are not taken into proper consideration, such as, 

number of sequences, length of sequences, importance of their alignment, specific 

regions of interest, etc. AutoPhy has been developed to account for all the above 

factors.  

 There are different parts to the tool or pipeline, which will be explained 

in detail in the following chapter.  

 Three tools and a number of scripts have been used in the pipeline to 

optimize results and affirm the plausibility of the marker gene. The tool has a number 

of adjustable parameters to help with this purpose. The data submitted to the pipeline 

is mainly metagenomic data that will be annotated by VIROME. The scripts have been 

written in Perl and the wrapper script was used to run the all the scripts consecutively. 

Each script produces intermediate output files, which can be used to analyze different 
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parts of the result. The ultimate outcome of this pipeline is to analyze the dataset to 

build a phylogenetic tree delivered as a newick file  

  AutoPhy is a tool with data conditioning steps and other tools, which 

help prepare the data for various steps within the pipeline, improving the eventual 

quality of the resultant phylogenetic tree.  

 Table 2.1 in the next page, summarises the role and position of each of 

the steps within the pipeline.  
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Table 2.1:  lists the steps and names given within the wrapper for each of them. The 
names of the steps will be repeatedly used in various parts of the thesis. 
The steps listed in this table are the same step names given in the wrapper 
script 

 
Name of Step Script name Role of script 

AP-L-0 autophy-log-1_seqs_above_cutoff.pl Decision making 
AP-1 autophy-01-query_sub_tab.pl                                            

Scripts to reformat 
headers for smooth 
flow of data 

AP-2 autophy-02-query_head_sub.pl 
AP-3 autophy-03-ref_sub_tab.pl 
AP-4 autophy-04-ref_head_sub.pl 
AP-5 autophy-03-1-ref_sub_tab.pl 
AP-6 autophy-05-combine_ref_que.pl Combining data 
AP-T-1 Muscle implementation Multiple sequence 

alignment (MSA) 
AP-7 autophy-06-trim_reg_int.pl                                              

Trim suite (trimming  
and conditioning  
of sequences) 

AP-8 autophy-07-ratio_calc_for_selseqs.pl 

AP-9 autophy-08-sel_seqs.pl 
AP-T-2 USEARCH implementation Clustering 
AP-10 autophy-choose_REF__seqs.pl Restructuring of the  

organization of sequences 
within query file for future 
MSA 

AP-11 autophy-13_combine_ref_que.pl 

AP-L-1 autophy-log-2_sel_seqs_less.pl Decision making 

AP-13 autophy-09-format_fa-phyl.pl Fasta to phylip conversion 
AP-T-3 RAxML implementation Phylogenetic analysis 
AP-12 autophy-10-header_returner.pl Reformatting of headers 
  

 

 Figure 2.1 shows the important steps of the pipeline. 
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Figure 2.1: Overall conceptual flowchart of AutoPhy. Pipeline starts with input data 
and reformatting of the headers; after the reformatting, the sequences go 
through multiple sequence alignment; alignment then goes into the trim 
suite; phylogenetic analysis is performed on the conditioned data, 
through which a newick file is produced. The original headers are then 
replaced into the substituted names in the newick file.   
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 AutoPhy, the pipeline (Figure 2.1) for building phylogenetic trees 

begins with sequences submitted to the pipeline in FASTA format. The path taken 

from here depends on a specific condition: the number of sequences submitted as a 

part of the dataset.   

 AP-L-0 (autophy-log-1_seqs_above_cutoff.pl): The decision-making script 

(Figure 2.2) counts the number of lines within the query file starting with the carat 

sign, and directs the numbers to another file. 

 

Figure 2.2: Describes the logic of selection of paths within the pipeline by the decision 
making script; helps AutoPhy take clustering or non-clustering path 
depending on size of dataset 
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 There is a small script integrated into the wrapper that captures the last 

line in the file generated by AP–L–0, which lists the total number of sequences. If the 

number in this file is higher than the sequence cut off parameter, then AutoPhy 

chooses the pathway with the clustering option. If on the other hand, the number is 

lower than the cut off parameter mentioned, AutoPhy moves forward with the non-

clustering option. The sequence cut off is an adjustable parameter. Tests have been 

carried out with different sequence cut offs to check for fallibility of the code in 

general and the decision code has responded as per the expected response. The default 

value of the sequence cut off is set at 500. If the value for the sequence cut off 

parameter is not defined, then the default value (500) is taken into consideration, 

depending on which the clustering or non-clustering option is chosen, using the logic 

code. The tool was developed for large datasets considering Virome receives 

metagenomic data, and more often than not the clustering step will be used.  

 The next step in the pipeline is the reformatting of headers in the query 

file. This step was taken for the sake of maintaining uniformity in the information of 

headers throughout the dataset. One of the first tools in the pipeline to truncate headers 

is MUSCLE [14] during multiple sequence alignment. The output is in phylip format, 

and this format has a 15-character limit when displaying the header. For reliable and 

understandable information about the tree once it is built, uniformity in header 

information is necessary.  

 The reformatting of headers in very simple terms is used to change the 

names of the headers to shorter ones. In this pipeline, numbers are substituted instead 

of the header names. 
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AP – 1 (autophy-01-query_sub_tab.pl) and AP – 2 (autophy-02-query_head_sub.pl): 

The header reformatting logic (Figure 2.3) was divided into two; AP – 1 and AP – 2. 

AP – 1 assigns a number to each header in the query input (fasta file). This is stored in 

a tab delimited table format file can be accessed if necessary to check for an error. The 

second script, AP -2, accesses AP – 1 output and query file, and the original names in 

the query file are substituted with the designated numbers from AP – 1 output.  

 

Figure 2.3: logical flow of data through of reformatting headers and combining of 
reference sequence file; AP – 1, AP – 2, AP – 5  
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Figure 2.4: flowchart explaining the change in reference headers; AP – 3, AP – 4, AP 
– 5   

 AP – 3(autophy-03-ref_sub_tab.pl), AP – 4(autophy-04-ref_head_sub.pl), and 

AP – 5(autophy-03-1-ref_sub_tab.pl): Before header reformatting, there is an extra step of 

arranging the submitted reference sequences in decreasing order of length. This 

rearrangement of sequences within the file is done using the sort by length option 

offered by USEARCH. The reference sequence headers undergo a similar change to 

the input query headers (Figure 2.4). AP – 3 output is stored in a tab-delimited table. 

AP – 5 output is in the same format as AP – 3 output, but with a difference in the 

sequence header names. To be able to differentiate the query and reference sequences 

in the phylogenetic tree, AP – 5 output original reference sequences headers have a 

“REFERENCE_” appendage at the beginning of the original header name (shown in 

Figure 2.4) is added. AP – 5 output will be used in the last stage of the pipeline, AP – 
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12. AP – 4 logic works on the same principle as AP – 2, wherein AP – 3 output (e.g. 

REF_1), gets substituted instead of the original reference sequence header in the 

original reference query file (Figure 2.4). 

 AP – 6 (autophy-05-combine_ref_que.pl): The next script of importance 

combines AP – 4 output to AP – 2 output (left lower corner of Fig 2.3). Reference 

sequences (AP – 4 output) are combined with the query sequences (AP – 2 output) at 

the beginning of the file. The reason for combining the reference and query sequences 

is in aiding in optimized alignment. If the reference sequences (AP – 4 output), on the 

basis of which the query sequences are to be aligned are not added; query sequences 

will get forced into an alignment by the multiple sequence aligner, and in all likeliness 

this will form faulty alignments, ultimately producing imprecise and inferior quality 

phylogenetic trees. 

 AP – 6 output then undergoes multiple sequence alignment to produce 

output in the phylip format (Figure 2.5). The tool used to perform multiple sequence 

alignment is MUSCLE. MUSCLE is a widely used tool for multiple sequence 

alignment and is handy for large datasets. The tool is able to handle thousands of 

sequences while performing a multiple sequence alignment. Multiple sequence 

alignment is performed to align query sequences to the reference sequences. This 

helps in capturing the region of interest in the query sequences based on reference 

sequences. 
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Figure 2.5: multiple sequence alignment in phylip format 

 Once the multiple sequence alignment output is obtained, the pipeline 

executes the Trim suite. The flowchart (Figure 2.6) in the next page summarizes this 

overall process that takes place within the suite.  

 AP – 7 (autophy-06-trim_reg_int.pl): Each one of the sequential steps in the 

trim suite (Figure 2.7) contributes in choosing the sequences with the maximum 

coverage of the length of the region of interest. The first script in the trim suite is the 

trimming script. This essential component in the suite is responsible for fragmenting 

the sequence to the specific part of interest, and has to be defined by the user. After 

obtaining the multiple sequence alignment, the aligned query sequences are then 

chopped to the same region as the region of interest in the reference sequence, using 

the coordinate input (as in if the region of interest is between position 1 and position 

20 in the reference sequence, then all the query sequences are chopped at the same 

region in the alignment). The code takes in the start and end coordinate parameters 

(entered by user) and using the reference sequence header name (hard coded in AP – 

7) to trim the aligned query sequences. The trimmed aligned sequences are then 

directed to another file with the header names.  
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Figure 2.6: The flowchart shows the different processes that are a part of the Trim 
suite; 1. Trimming script - Chops the sequence to the required region 
keeping the reference sequence as a basis; 2. Script computes the ratio of 
the aligned region with respect to the cut off (Start and End coordinates) 
given; 3. Select the sequences – with a ratio above the threshold level. 

 

 AP – 7 output will be used to compute ratios for the next script. The 

ratio computation script plays an extremely important role in how the sequences are 

selected further downstream in the pipeline. This will be elucidated further (Figure 

2.7). 
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Figure 
  

Figure 2.7: Describing logic of 1. trimming script flowing into, 2. calculates the 
threshold, moving onto 3. selects the sequences based on the threshold 
recorded for each sequence and 4. Converts everything back to the phylip 
format to be pushed further into the pipeline 

 

 AP – 8 (autophy-07-ratio_calc_for_selseqs.pl): The calculation of ratio is a 

necessary factor, required in the selection of sequences. The denominator of the ratio 

calculation is computed from the end and start coordinates submitted in AP – 7. The 
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numerator is calculated from the coverage of the length of query sequence, over the 

total length of the region of interest in the reference sequence. In the calculation of this 

coverage, the external gaps are not taken into consideration. This is further explained 

by way of an example (Figure 2.8). The specific region acquired from AP – 7 output 

quite often consists of two parts; the end gaps and the aligned amino acids including 

the internal gaps. This is explained further, below, in the form of an equation 

 E.g. Chopped sequence obtained from the trimming script:  

 

Figure 2.8: An example of a trimmed sequence; EG = external gaps 

 
 

If, entire length of the chopped (trimmed) sequence (from Figure 2.8) = EG + 

(Aligned amino acids + internal gaps) + EG 

Then, ratio = (Aligned amino acids + internal gaps) 

   (End coordinate +1) – Start coordinate 
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 The ratio helps determining the percentage of coverage of the aligned 

region over the total length of the region of interest on the reference sequence 

 The threshold value is an adjustable parameter and can be determined 

based on how strict the criterion of the selection of sequences needs to be.  

 AP-9 (autophy-08-sel_seqs.pl): The default threshold value for AutoPhy 

has been set at 95%. This script selects sequences based on the threshold determined. 

Threshold is the percentage of coverage of the aligned amino acids including the 

internal gaps across the region of interest within the reference sequence provided. If 

the threshold chosen is higher, it increases the chances of: 

1. Acquiring fully aligned regions to the region of interest in the reference 

sequence 

2. Developing efficient phylogenetic trees with specific coverage 

  If the need is an absolute coverage of the region of interest in the 

reference sequence, the criterion will be a very strict 100%(or 1.000 in terms of ratio 

calculation), which has also been used as a part of the validation study. The sequences 

are selected and moved into a file in fasta format. 

  This is the point where the clustering and the non-clustering 

paths differ, in the pipeline. If clustering path is used, AP – 10 and AP – 11 are 

executed. If non-clustering path is used AP – 13 is executed.   

 Figure 2.9 shows the sequential steps that take place in the clustering 

path.  
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Figure  2.9: flowchart showing the flow of data in clustering path  
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 USEARCH [15] processes fasta sequences. AP – 9 output (phylip 

format) obtained from the trim suite is converted to fasta format by removing the gaps 

that are introduced into the trimmed sequences as a part of the first multiple sequence 

alignment (Figure 2.9). The gaps are removed using a perl one liner to substitute “-”. 

USEARCH is the clustering tool used in the pipeline. In clustering, based on identity 

(sequence identity) of the query sequence to the representative sequence or centroid, 

the query sequence is put into the cluster with that particular centroid. Centroid is the 

sequence that represents the cluster, hence the name representative sequence. 

Clustering is performed on AP – 9 output, which was converted to fasta format. The 

sequence identity is an adjustable parameter. Default sequence identity value is at a 

75%. 

 AP – 10 (autophy-choose_REF__seqs.pl) and AP – 11 (autophy-

13_combine_ref_que.pl): After clustering has been executed, the centroid sequences 

obtained as output need to undergo multiple sequence alignment before submission for 

phylogenetic analysis. The reference sequences are recombined to the beginning of the 

file in the centroid sequence file, using AP – 10 and AP – 11. AP – 10 and AP – 11 

work the same way as AP – 6. The reference sequences are separated by AP – 10 and 

recombined at the beginning of the centroid sequence file by AP – 11.  

  

 If the non-clustering option is adopted (due to small dataset) after AP – 

9, the AP – 9 output is submitted for phylogenetic analysis, directly. Before 

submission to phylogenetic analysis, the sequences need to undergo a format change. 

 AP – 13 (autophy-09-format_fa-phyl.pl): AP – 9 output is converted to 

phylip format and forwarded for phylogenetic analysis.  
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 The steps followed by the pipeline after the small deviation to 

clustering or AP – 13 depending on clustering or non-clustering option (determined by 

step AP–L–0) chosen, the pipeline executes the next script, AP – 12.  

 AP-L-2 (autophy-log-2_sel_seqs_less.pl): Before execution of AP – 12, the 

issue of RAxML needs to be tackled. RAxML does not process the output (from step 

AP – 13 or AP – 11) if the number of sequences is less than five, in the query file 

being submitted for phylogenetic analysis. There is a hard coded logic for the stoppage 

of the pipeline in case this scenario rises. If the file has more than five sequences then 

the pipeline continues to completion with the implementation of RAxML. AP–L–2 

works on the same logic as AP–L–0.  

 RAxML or Randomized Axelerated Maximum Likelihood is the tool 

being used for phylogenetic analysis and producing the associated analyzed newick 

file. It produces a result with the best tree in the newick format and this file is one of 

the inputs for AP – 12.  
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Figure 2.10: conceptual flowchart of the data from the trim suite to the rest of the 
pipeline 

 AP – 12(autophy-10-header_returner.pl): AP – 12 is executed on the best 

tree file obtained after phylogenetic analysis, in the newick format. Output of AP – 1, 

AP – 5 and RAxML best tree file are the input (Figure 2.10) for this script. Using this 

script the original header names are returned to the newick file. This file with the 

original header names can then be visualized using visualization software. The 

software used for this purpose during the development of this tool was, FigTree or 

Archaeopteryx.  
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Chapter 3 

VALIDATION FOR AUTOPHY  

3.1. Part – 1: Validation of codes in the pipeline  
 

 The validation of scripts in Part -1 are meant to check the functionality, 

format, and various criteria based on which the codes are executed, and this should 

give a better understanding on the inner workings of the codes and results obtained.  

 The dataset size will vary in each section, depending on the logic that 

needs to be validated. Each section of Part -1, will contain this basic information on 

the codes used:  

I. Function of code 

II. Format of input file  

III. Expected output 

IV. Specific parts of code in cases of regular expressions or calculations 

performed 

V. Criteria tested on code (if applied) 

VI. Results of each criteria applied to code (if applied) 

VII. Format of output file  

   

 AP-L-0: Validating code - autophy-log-1_seqs_above_cutoff.pl 

 Function of code: this code was written to calculate the number of 

sequences in the query file based on the sequence cutoff, submitted to AutoPhy. The 

code produces an output file showing the number of lines within the query file. The 

total of this is matched with the sequence cut off specified. If this number is greater 
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than equal to the number specified by the cutoff variable, then clustering option is 

adopted. If not, the non-clustering option is adopted.  

 Below, this cutoff option consideration is taken into account and 

demonstrated for a random start region of 300 with an end region of 400 and cut off at 

300. In this example, a file with more than 1000 sequences has been used to show the 

cutoff variable usability.  

 

Figure 3.1: cutoff parameter applied within logic code 

   

 Below, this cutoff option consideration is taken into account and 

demonstrated for a random start region of 200 with an end region of 400 and cutoff at 

98 sequences. This dataset consisted of a 100 sequences. The cut off value was 

randomly chosen to demonstrate, adaptability of AutoPhy.  

 

Figure 3.2: cutoff parameter applied within logic code 
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 Below, the cutoff option is not specified and it is seen that the AutoPhy 

with the non-clustering option is adopted. When the sequence cutoff option is not 

specified, AutoPhy takes the default sequence cutoff into account and adopts the path 

of the non-clustering option. Here, sequences with random cut offs with a dataset 

consisting of 100 sequences.  

 These examples show how if cut off variable is not mentioned, 

AutoPhy smoothly takes over another path, without the clustering option to process 

the data.  

 Below, this cutoff option consideration is taken into account and 

demonstrated for a random start region of 300 with an end region of 400 with 

sequence cutoff variable not mentioned. 

 

Figure 3.3: cutoff parameter not applied not utilized as the number of sequences was 
below the cutoff variable 

 Below, this cutoff option consideration is taken into account and 

demonstrated for a random start region of 200 with an end region of 500 with 

sequence cutoff variable not mentioned. 

 

Figure 3.4: cutoff parameter not applied as the number of sequences was below the 
cutoff variable 
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 Steps AP – 1 to AP – 5, a set of 5 sequences has been taken to show 

how the codes function.  

 

 AP – 1: Validating code – autophy-01-query_sub_tab.pl  

 Function of code: The main function of this code is to create a output 

file in a table format listing out the header and the number associated with it. The 

number gets substituted in the output of the next data file.    

Table 3.1: Input and output files for AP – 1  

Input file  
>DTF_L 
MVVHYAYSDGLDVRSIVNGYRSGEADFHEMVAEIAQISRRQAKTINLGMMYGMGKGKLMNELGIDKEEAEEIVSIYQNKV 
PFVKQLTYNVMDKASARGEIKTLLGRHCRFPFFEPRKFGEKGFYKTKEEAIDALGHGNYKRAGTYKALNKLIQGSAADQT 
KKAMVDLYEEDGIIPHIQVHDELNISVENKGEALSIKKKM 
>EC_L 
LPNLQRGTINDVLDNESLIPAVRAVLEARIGATKITSAKVQRALGLVAGDGRIRNCLAYHGAHTGRWSGRSFQPQNLSRG 
IKCDVDQLVAETMAGYQPTDDELSTLIRACVVGGDGGMLTVMDYSQIEVRVLAWLAGQQSVLDAFEAGQDIYVNMAAKVF 
GENEVSDLQRNTVGKPLILGCGFGLGSKTFEIFG 
>EC_F 
KNPTFLLTYGGTYYGLIKLGFSEIEAKAIEDSYHALYKVSDDWIRSKVQEASKTGYTTVAFGLRVRTPILAKTILGNRAT 
PYEAQSEARTMGNAHGQSYGMLNNRAAIELQERLFDSKYVYDILPISHIHDAQYFLVRNKAGAVKWLNDNLIECMEWQDN 
DNIRHEQVKLGGQLSIFYPSWDKEYKL 
>USR_Y 
MLNNWLDNLKQDGRLHGRVNTNGAITGRMTHSDPNLAQVPAGYSPYGKEMRSLFTIPNGYKLVGADAAQLELRMLAHYMN 
DKDYTNEILNGDVHTANQIAAGLDTRDKAKTFIYAFLYGAGDAKIGSIVGGSSDDGRTLKARFLSNTPALAGLRQRVDDT 
>ABF_L 
MPDSMRHPVVDTIVEEYHKGDVDLHQMVADLANIKRKEAKTVNLGIMYGMGVGKLAAQLDISKEEAKNLIEQHRTNVPFV 
KQLASIASQRAEDQGQIRTLLGRKCRFHLWEPKTFGYNKPMRLEEAKKEYGNINNLKRAFTYKALNKLIQGSAAD 

Expected output  
1	 >DTF_L	
2	 >EC_L	
3	 >EC_F	
4	 >USR_Y	
5													>ABF_L 
Actual output 
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 A separate output file is created wherein the header names are extracted 

from the main query file and given numbers. 

 AP – 2: Validating code – autophy-02-query_head_sub.pl 

 Function of code: The code uses the table produced by AP – 1 and 

substitutes the header names with the associated number in the output file 
 

Table 3.2: Input and output files for AP – 2  
Input file – 1  
>DTF_L 
MVVHYAYSDGLDVRSIVNGYRSGEADFHEMVAEIAQISRRQAKTINLGMMYGMGKGKLMNELGIDKEEAEEIVSIYQNKV 
PFVKQLTYNVMDKASARGEIKTLLGRHCRFPFFEPRKFGEKGFYKTKEEAIDALGHGNYKRAGTYKALNKLIQGSAADQT 
KKAMVDLYEEDGIIPHIQVHDELNISVENKGEALSIKKKM 
>EC_L 
LPNLQRGTINDVLDNESLIPAVRAVLEARIGATKITSAKVQRALGLVAGDGRIRNCLAYHGAHTGRWSGRSFQPQNLSRG 
IKCDVDQLVAETMAGYQPTDDELSTLIRACVVGGDGGMLTVMDYSQIEVRVLAWLAGQQSVLDAFEAGQDIYVNMAAKVF 
GENEVSDLQRNTVGKPLILGCGFGLGSKTFEIFG 
>EC_F 
KNPTFLLTYGGTYYGLIKLGFSEIEAKAIEDSYHALYKVSDDWIRSKVQEASKTGYTTVAFGLRVRTPILAKTILGNRAT 
PYEAQSEARTMGNAHGQSYGMLNNRAAIELQERLFDSKYVYDILPISHIHDAQYFLVRNKAGAVKWLNDNLIECMEWQDN 
DNIRHEQVKLGGQLSIFYPSWDKEYKL 
>USR_Y 
MLNNWLDNLKQDGRLHGRVNTNGAITGRMTHSDPNLAQVPAGYSPYGKEMRSLFTIPNGYKLVGADAAQLELRMLAHYMN 
DKDYTNEILNGDVHTANQIAAGLDTRDKAKTFIYAFLYGAGDAKIGSIVGGSSDDGRTLKARFLSNTPALAGLRQRVDDT 
>ABF_L 
MPDSMRHPVVDTIVEEYHKGDVDLHQMVADLANIKRKEAKTVNLGIMYGMGVGKLAAQLDISKEEAKNLIEQHRTNVPFV 
KQLASIASQRAEDQGQIRTLLGRKCRFHLWEPKTFGYNKPMRLEEAKKEYGNINNLKRAFTYKALNKLIQGSAAD 
Input file – 2  
1	 >DTF_L	
2	 >EC_L	
3	 >EC_F	
4	 >USR_Y	
5													>ABF_L 
Expected Output  
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>1 
MVVHYAYSDGLDVRSIVNGYRSGEADFHEMVAEIAQISRRQAKTINLGMMYGMGKGKLMNELGIDKEEAEEIVSIYQNKV 
PFVKQLTYNVMDKASARGEIKTLLGRHCRFPFFEPRKFGEKGFYKTKEEAIDALGHGNYKRAGTYKALNKLIQGSAADQT 
KKAMVDLYEEDGIIPHIQVHDELNISVENKGEALSIKKKM 
>2 
LPNLQRGTINDVLDNESLIPAVRAVLEARIGATKITSAKVQRALGLVAGDGRIRNCLAYHGAHTGRWSGRSFQPQNLSRG 
IKCDVDQLVAETMAGYQPTDDELSTLIRACVVGGDGGMLTVMDYSQIEVRVLAWLAGQQSVLDAFEAGQDIYVNMAAKVF 
GENEVSDLQRNTVGKPLILGCGFGLGSKTFEIFG 
>3 
KNPTFLLTYGGTYYGLIKLGFSEIEAKAIEDSYHALYKVSDDWIRSKVQEASKTGYTTVAFGLRVRTPILAKTILGNRAT 
PYEAQSEARTMGNAHGQSYGMLNNRAAIELQERLFDSKYVYDILPISHIHDAQYFLVRNKAGAVKWLNDNLIECMEWQDN 
DNIRHEQVKLGGQLSIFYPSWDKEYKL 
>4 
MLNNWLDNLKQDGRLHGRVNTNGAITGRMTHSDPNLAQVPAGYSPYGKEMRSLFTIPNGYKLVGADAAQLELRMLAHYMN 
DKDYTNEILNGDVHTANQIAAGLDTRDKAKTFIYAFLYGAGDAKIGSIVGGSSDDGRTLKARFLSNTPALAGLRQRVDDT 
>5 
MPDSMRHPVVDTIVEEYHKGDVDLHQMVADLANIKRKEAKTVNLGIMYGMGVGKLAAQLDISKEEAKNLIEQHRTNVPFV 
KQLASIASQRAEDQGQIRTLLGRKCRFHLWEPKTFGYNKPMRLEEAKKEYGNINNLKRAFTYKALNKLIQGSAAD 

Actual output  
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AP – 3: Validating code – autophy-03-ref_sub_tab.pl 

 Function of code: This code works on the same principle as AP – 1, but 

uses a different input file. The input file it uses is the results of a file with reference 

sequences that have been sorted by length using the USEARCH command. This helps 

in arranging the sequences in increasing order for length. This helps in better 

alignment and coverage of the region of interest within the reference sequence.  

 The sequences with the substituted names are appended with a “REF_” 

to be able to differentiate them from the query sequences.  The reference sequences 

have not been displayed in the input file section completely for easier an easier view 

 

Table  3.3: Input and output files for AP – 3  

Input file  

>Escheria_coli_IAI39 DNA polymerase I [Escherichia coli IAI39] 
MVQIPQNPLILVDGSSYLYRAYHAFPPLTNSAGEPTGAMYGVLNMLRSLIMQYKPTHAAVVFDAKGKTFRDELFEHYKSHRPPMPD
DLRAQIEPLHAMVKAMGLPLLAVSGVEADDVIGTLAREAEKAGRPVLISTGDKDMAQLVTPNITLINTMTNTILGPEEVVNKYGVP
PELIIDFLALMGDSSDNIPGVPGVGEKTAQALLQGLGGLDTLYAEPEKIAGLSFRGAKTMAAKLEQNKEVAYLSYQLATIKTDVEL
ELTCEQLEVQPPAAEELLGLFKKYEFKRWTADVEAGKWLQAKGVKPAARPQETSVADEAPEVTATVISYDNYVTILDEETLKEWIA
KLEKAPVFAFDTETDSLDNISANLVGLSFAIEPGVAAYIPV 
>Enterococcus_phage_phiFL4A_L phage phiFL4A => DNA polymerase 
MKTLNIDIETYSDEDLTKVGVYKYADSPNFEILLFAYSVDGQPVECEDLTISEIPDEIVAALTDKNVLKIAFNAQFERVCLSKYLG
VPYYLDPAQWHCTMVHANELGLPASLGQCAKYLNIEQQKDTRGTQLINFFSKPCKPTKKNGMRTRNLPEHAPEKWQTFIEYCIQDV
NVEMAIANKLNRFPVPESEWKLYTLDQRINDRGAEIDHELATAAIDIMADLSEAGLNEMKELTGLENPNSLAQLKKWLEEQGTPFE
KLGKEVVLKALALGNLPENVAEVLKLRLSLSNSSTKKYLMMDNARCSDN 
>Staphylococcus_phage_phi2958PVL_L phage phi2958PVL => DNA polymerase 
MNIDIETYSSNDISKCGAYKYTEAEDFEILIIAYSIDGGAISAIDMTKVDNEPFHADFETFKIALFDPAVKKYAFNANFERTCLAK
HFNKQMPPEEWICTMVNSMRIGLPASLDKVGEVLRLQNQKDKAGKNLIRYFSIPCKPTKVNGGRTRNLPEHDLEKWQQFIDYCIRD
VEVEMTIAHKIKDFPVTAIEQAYWVFDQHINDRGIKLSKSLMLGANVLDKQSKEELLNQAKHITGLENPNSPTQLLAWLKDDQGLD
IPNLQKKTVQEYLKEATGKAKKMLEIRLQMSKTSVKKYNKMHDMMC 
>Staphylococcus_phage_SMSAP5_L phage SMSAP5 => DNA polymerase 
MNIDIETYSSNDISKCGAYKYTEAEDFEILIIAYSIDGGAISAIDMTKVDNEPFHADFETFKIALFDPAVKKYAFNANFERTCLAK
HFNKQMPPEEWICTMVNSMRIGLPASLDKVGEVLRLQNQKDKAGKNLIRYFSIPCKPTKVNGGRTRNLPEHDLEKWQQFIDYCIRD 
>Staphylococcus_prophage_phi_12_L prophage phi 12 => DNA polymerase A domain 
MNIDIETYSSNDISKCGAYKYTEAEDFEILIIAYSIDGGAISAIDMTKVDNEPFHADYETFKIALFDPAVKKYAFNANFERTCLAK
HFNKQMPPEEWICTMVNSMRIGLPASLDKVGEVLRLQSQKDKAGKNLIRY 

Expected output  

REF_1 >Escheria_coli_IAI39 DNA polymerase I [Escherichia coli IAI39] 
REF_2 >Enterococcus_phage_phiFL4A_L phage phiFL4A => DNA polymerase 
REF_3 >Staphylococcus_phage_phi2958PVL_L phage phi2958PVL => DNA polymerase 
REF_4 >Staphylococcus_phage_SMSAP5_L phage SMSAP5 => DNA polymerase 
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REF_5 >Staphylococcus_prophage_phi_12_L prophage phi 12 => DNA polymerase A  

Actual output  

 
 

 AP – 4: Validating code – autophy-04-ref_head_sub.pl 

Function of code: The function of this code is to use the query file and output 

table file from AP – 2 to substitute the header names with the substituted names, and 

create a new output file shown below, and used as input for the next script.  

 

Table 3.4: Input and output files for AP – 4 

Input file – 1  

>Escheria_coli_IAI39 DNA polymerase I [Escherichia coli IAI39] 
MVQIPQNPLILVDGSSYLYRAYHAFPPLTNSAGEPTGAMYGVLNMLRSLIMQYKPTHAAVVFDAKGKTFRDELFEHYKSHRPPMPD
DLRAQIEPLHAMVKAMGLPLLAVSGVEADDVIGTLAREAEKAGRPVLISTGDKDMAQLVTPNITLINTMTNTILGPEEVVNKYGVP
PELIIDFLALMGDSSDNIPGVPGVGEKTAQALLQGLGGLDTLYAEPEKIAGLSFRGAKTMAAKLEQNKEVAYLSYQLATIKTDVEL
ELTCEQLEVQPPAAEELLGLFKKYEFKRWTADVEAGKWLQAKGVKPAARPQETSVADEAPEVTATVISYDNYVTILDEETLKEWIA
KLEKAPVFAFDTETDSLDNISANLVGLSFAIEPGVAAYIPV 
>Enterococcus_phage_phiFL4A_L phage phiFL4A => DNA polymerase 
MKTLNIDIETYSDEDLTKVGVYKYADSPNFEILLFAYSVDGQPVECEDLTISEIPDEIVAALTDKNVLKIAFNAQFERVCLSKYLG
VPYYLDPAQWHCTMVHANELGLPASLGQCAKYLNIEQQKDTRGTQLINFFSKPCKPTKKNGMRTRNLPEHAPEKWQTFIEYCIQDV
NVEMAIANKLNRFPVPESEWKLYTLDQRINDRGAEIDHELATAAIDIMADLSEAGLNEMKELTGLENPNSLAQLKKWLEEQGTPFE
KLGKEVVLKALALGNLPENVAEVLKLRLSLSNSSTKKYLMMDNARCSDN 
>Staphylococcus_phage_phi2958PVL_L phage phi2958PVL => DNA polymerase 
MNIDIETYSSNDISKCGAYKYTEAEDFEILIIAYSIDGGAISAIDMTKVDNEPFHADFETFKIALFDPAVKKYAFNANFERTCLAK
HFNKQMPPEEWICTMVNSMRIGLPASLDKVGEVLRLQNQKDKAGKNLIRYFSIPCKPTKVNGGRTRNLPEHDLEKWQQFIDYCIRD
VEVEMTIAHKIKDFPVTAIEQAYWVFDQHINDRGIKLSKSLMLGANVLDKQSKEELLNQAKHITGLENPNSPTQLLAWLKDDQGLD
IPNLQKKTVQEYLKEATGKAKKMLEIRLQMSKTSVKKYNKMHDMMC 
>Staphylococcus_phage_SMSAP5_L phage SMSAP5 => DNA polymerase 
MNIDIETYSSNDISKCGAYKYTEAEDFEILIIAYSIDGGAISAIDMTKVDNEPFHADFETFKIALFDPAVKKYAFNANFERTCLAK
HFNKQMPPEEWICTMVNSMRIGLPASLDKVGEVLRLQNQKDKAGKNLIRYFSIPCKPTKVNGGRTRNLPEHDLEKWQQFIDYCIRD 
>Staphylococcus_prophage_phi_12_L prophage phi 12 => DNA polymerase A domain 
MNIDIETYSSNDISKCGAYKYTEAEDFEILIIAYSIDGGAISAIDMTKVDNEPFHADYETFKIALFDPAVKKYAFNANFERTCLAK
HFNKQMPPEEWICTMVNSMRIGLPASLDKVGEVLRLQSQKDKAGKNLIRY 

Input file – 2  

REF_1 >Escheria_coli_IAI39 DNA polymerase I [Escherichia coli IAI39] 
REF_2 >Enterococcus_phage_phiFL4A_L phage phiFL4A => DNA polymerase 
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REF_3 >Staphylococcus_phage_phi2958PVL_L phage phi2958PVL => DNA polymerase 
REF_4 >Staphylococcus_phage_SMSAP5_L phage SMSAP5 => DNA polymerase 
REF_5 >Staphylococcus_prophage_phi_12_L prophage phi 12 => DNA polymerase A 1 

Expected output   
   
>REF_1 
MVQIPQNPLILVDGSSYLYRAYHAFPPLTNSAGEPTGAMYGVLNMLRSLIMQYKPTHAAVVFDAKGKTFRDELFEHYKSHRPPMPD
DLRAQIEPLHAMVKAMGLPLLAVSGVEADDVIGTLAREAEKAGRPVLISTGDKDMAQLVTPNITLINTMTNTILGPEEVVNKYGVP
PELIIDFLALMGDSSDNIPGVPGVGEKTAQALLQGLGGLDTLYAEPEKIAGLSFRGAKTMAAKLEQNKEVAYLSYQLATIKTDVEL
ELTCEQLEVQPPAAEELLGLFKKYEFKRWTADVEAGKWLQAKGVKPAARPQETSVADEAPEVTATVISYDNYVTILDEETLKEWIA
KLEKAPVFAFDTETDSLDNISANLVGLSFAIEPGVAAYIPV 
>REF_2 
MKTLNIDIETYSDEDLTKVGVYKYADSPNFEILLFAYSVDGQPVECEDLTISEIPDEIVAALTDKNVLKIAFNAQFERVCLSKYLG
VPYYLDPAQWHCTMVHANELGLPASLGQCAKYLNIEQQKDTRGTQLINFFSKPCKPTKKNGMRTRNLPEHAPEKWQTFIEYCIQDV
NVEMAIANKLNRFPVPESEWKLYTLDQRINDRGAEIDHELATAAIDIMADLSEAGLNEMKELTGLENPNSLAQLKKWLEEQGTPFE
KLGKEVVLKALALGNLPENVAEVLKLRLSLSNSSTKKYLMMDNARCSDN 
>REF_3 
MNIDIETYSSNDISKCGAYKYTEAEDFEILIIAYSIDGGAISAIDMTKVDNEPFHADFETFKIALFDPAVKKYAFNANFERTCLAK
HFNKQMPPEEWICTMVNSMRIGLPASLDKVGEVLRLQNQKDKAGKNLIRYFSIPCKPTKVNGGRTRNLPEHDLEKWQQFIDYCIRD
VEVEMTIAHKIKDFPVTAIEQAYWVFDQHINDRGIKLSKSLMLGANVLDKQSKEELLNQAKHITGLENPNSPTQLLAWLKDDQGLD
IPNLQKKTVQEYLKEATGKAKKMLEIRLQMSKTSVKKYNKMHDMMC 
>REF_4 
MNIDIETYSSNDISKCGAYKYTEAEDFEILIIAYSIDGGAISAIDMTKVDNEPFHADFETFKIALFDPAVKKYAFNANFERTCLAK
HFNKQMPPEEWICTMVNSMRIGLPASLDKVGEVLRLQNQKDKAGKNLIRYFSIPCKPTKVNGGRTRNLPEHDLEKWQQFIDYCIRD 
>REF_5 
MNIDIETYSSNDISKCGAYKYTEAEDFEILIIAYSIDGGAISAIDMTKVDNEPFHADYETFKIALFDPAVKKYAFNANFERTCLAK
HFNKQMPPEEWICTMVNSMRIGLPASLDKVGEVLRLQSQKDKAGKNLIRY 

Actual output 
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 AP – 5: Validating code – autophy-03-1-ref_sub_tab.pl 

 Function of code: The code works on the same principle as AP – 3, and 

creates a table with a different appendage. The output file with the table gets created 

and is used in the last step of the pipeline. The original header names have an 

appendage of “REFERENCE_”. This code has been added to make the reference 

sequences more obvious in node labels on a phylogenetic tree.  

Table 3.5: Input and output files for AP – 5  

Input file  

>Escheria_coli_IAI39 DNA polymerase I [Escherichia coli IAI39] 
MVQIPQNPLILVDGSSYLYRAYHAFPPLTNSAGEPTGAMYGVLNMLRSLIMQYKPTHAAVVFDAKGKTFRDELFEHYKSHRPPMPD
DLRAQIEPLHAMVKAMGLPLLAVSGVEADDVIGTLAREAEKAGRPVLISTGDKDMAQLVTPNITLINTMTNTILGPEEVVNKYGVP
PELIIDFLALMGDSSDNIPGVPGVGEKTAQALLQGLGGLDTLYAEPEKIAGLSFRGAKTMAAKLEQNKEVAYLSYQLATIKTDVEL
ELTCEQLEVQPPAAEELLGLFKKYEFKRWTADVEAGKWLQAKGVKPAARPQETSVADEAPEVTATVISYDNYVTILDEETLKEWIA
KLEKAPVFAFDTETDSLDNISANLVGLSFAIEPGVAAYIPV 
>Enterococcus_phage_phiFL4A_L phage phiFL4A => DNA polymerase 
MKTLNIDIETYSDEDLTKVGVYKYADSPNFEILLFAYSVDGQPVECEDLTISEIPDEIVAALTDKNVLKIAFNAQFERVCLSKYLG
VPYYLDPAQWHCTMVHANELGLPASLGQCAKYLNIEQQKDTRGTQLINFFSKPCKPTKKNGMRTRNLPEHAPEKWQTFIEYCIQDV
NVEMAIANKLNRFPVPESEWKLYTLDQRINDRGAEIDHELATAAIDIMADLSEAGLNEMKELTGLENPNSLAQLKKWLEEQGTPFE
KLGKEVVLKALALGNLPENVAEVLKLRLSLSNSSTKKYLMMDNARCSDN 
>Staphylococcus_phage_phi2958PVL_L phage phi2958PVL => DNA polymerase 
MNIDIETYSSNDISKCGAYKYTEAEDFEILIIAYSIDGGAISAIDMTKVDNEPFHADFETFKIALFDPAVKKYAFNANFERTCLAK
HFNKQMPPEEWICTMVNSMRIGLPASLDKVGEVLRLQNQKDKAGKNLIRYFSIPCKPTKVNGGRTRNLPEHDLEKWQQFIDYCIRD
VEVEMTIAHKIKDFPVTAIEQAYWVFDQHINDRGIKLSKSLMLGANVLDKQSKEELLNQAKHITGLENPNSPTQLLAWLKDDQGLD
IPNLQKKTVQEYLKEATGKAKKMLEIRLQMSKTSVKKYNKMHDMMC 
>Staphylococcus_phage_SMSAP5_L phage SMSAP5 => DNA polymerase 
MNIDIETYSSNDISKCGAYKYTEAEDFEILIIAYSIDGGAISAIDMTKVDNEPFHADFETFKIALFDPAVKKYAFNANFERTCLAK
HFNKQMPPEEWICTMVNSMRIGLPASLDKVGEVLRLQNQKDKAGKNLIRYFSIPCKPTKVNGGRTRNLPEHDLEKWQQFIDYCIRD 
>Staphylococcus_prophage_phi_12_L prophage phi 12 => DNA polymerase A domain 
MNIDIETYSSNDISKCGAYKYTEAEDFEILIIAYSIDGGAISAIDMTKVDNEPFHADYETFKIALFDPAVKKYAFNANFERTCLAK
HFNKQMPPEEWICTMVNSMRIGLPASLDKVGEVLRLQSQKDKAGKNLIRY 

Expected Output  

REF_1 >REFERENCE_Escheria_coli_IAI39 DNA polymerase I [Escherichia coli IAI39] 
REF_2 >REFERENCE_Enterococcus_phage_phiFL4A_L phage phiFL4A => DNA polymerase 
REF_3 >REFERENCE_Staphylococcus_phage_phi2958PVL_L phage phi2958PVL => DNA polymerase 
REF_4 >REFERENCE_Staphylococcus_phage_SMSAP5_L phage SMSAP5 => DNA polymerase 
REF_5 >REFERENCE_Staphylococcus_prophage_phi_12_L prophage phi 12 => DNA polymerase A  

Actual output  
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AP – 6: Validating code – autophy-05-combine_ref_que.pl  

Function of code: The reference sequences are integrated with the query 

sequences, to help with downstream analysis. The sequences are added at the 

beginning of the file so that it helps with better alignment in the multiple sequence 

alignment.  

 

Table 3.6: Input and output files for AP – 6 

Input file – 1  

>REF_1 
MVQIPQNPLILVDGSSYLYRAYHAFPPLTNSAGEPTGAMYGVLNMLRSLIMQYKPTHAAVVFDAKGKTFRDELFEHYKSHRPPMPD
DLRAQIEPLHAMVKAMGLPLLAVSGVEADDVIGTLAREAEKAGRPVLISTGDKDMAQLVTPNITLINTMTNTILGPEEVVNKYGVP
PELIIDFLALMGDSSDNIPGVPGVGEKTAQALLQGLGGLDTLYAEPEKIAGLSFRGAKTMAAKLEQNKEVAYLSYQLATIKTDVEL
ELTCEQLEVQPPAAEELLGLFKKYEFKRWTADVEAGKWLQAKGVKPAARPQETSVADEAPEVTATVISYDNYVTILDEETLKEWIA
KLEKAPVFAFDTETDSLDNISANLVGLSFAIEPGVAAYIPV 
>REF_2 
MKTLNIDIETYSDEDLTKVGVYKYADSPNFEILLFAYSVDGQPVECEDLTISEIPDEIVAALTDKNVLKIAFNAQFERVCLSKYLG
VPYYLDPAQWHCTMVHANELGLPASLGQCAKYLNIEQQKDTRGTQLINFFSKPCKPTKKNGMRTRNLPEHAPEKWQTFIEYCIQDV
NVEMAIANKLNRFPVPESEWKLYTLDQRINDRGAEIDHELATAAIDIMADLSEAGLNEMKELTGLENPNSLAQLKKWLEEQGTPFE
KLGKEVVLKALALGNLPENVAEVLKLRLSLSNSSTKKYLMMDNARCSDN 
>REF_3 
MNIDIETYSSNDISKCGAYKYTEAEDFEILIIAYSIDGGAISAIDMTKVDNEPFHADFETFKIALFDPAVKKYAFNANFERTCLAK
HFNKQMPPEEWICTMVNSMRIGLPASLDKVGEVLRLQNQKDKAGKNLIRYFSIPCKPTKVNGGRTRNLPEHDLEKWQQFIDYCIRD
VEVEMTIAHKIKDFPVTAIEQAYWVFDQHINDRGIKLSKSLMLGANVLDKQSKEELLNQAKHITGLENPNSPTQLLAWLKDDQGLD
IPNLQKKTVQEYLKEATGKAKKMLEIRLQMSKTSVKKYNKMHDMMC 
>REF_4 
MNIDIETYSSNDISKCGAYKYTEAEDFEILIIAYSIDGGAISAIDMTKVDNEPFHADFETFKIALFDPAVKKYAFNANFERTCLAK
HFNKQMPPEEWICTMVNSMRIGLPASLDKVGEVLRLQNQKDKAGKNLIRYFSIPCKPTKVNGGRTRNLPEHDLEKWQQFIDYCIRD 
>REF_5 
MNIDIETYSSNDISKCGAYKYTEAEDFEILIIAYSIDGGAISAIDMTKVDNEPFHADYETFKIALFDPAVKKYAFNANFERTCLAK
HFNKQMPPEEWICTMVNSMRIGLPASLDKVGEVLRLQSQKDKAGKNLIRY 

Input file – 2  
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>1 
MVVHYAYSDGLDVRSIVNGYRSGEADFHEMVAEIAQISRRQAKTINLGMMYGMGKGKLMNELGIDKEEAEEIVSIYQNKV 
PFVKQLTYNVMDKASARGEIKTLLGRHCRFPFFEPRKFGEKGFYKTKEEAIDALGHGNYKRAGTYKALNKLIQGSAADQT 
KKAMVDLYEEDGIIPHIQVHDELNISVENKGEALSIKKKM 
>2 
LPNLQRGTINDVLDNESLIPAVRAVLEARIGATKITSAKVQRALGLVAGDGRIRNCLAYHGAHTGRWSGRSFQPQNLSRG 
IKCDVDQLVAETMAGYQPTDDELSTLIRACVVGGDGGMLTVMDYSQIEVRVLAWLAGQQSVLDAFEAGQDIYVNMAAKVF 
GENEVSDLQRNTVGKPLILGCGFGLGSKTFEIFG 
>3 
KNPTFLLTYGGTYYGLIKLGFSEIEAKAIEDSYHALYKVSDDWIRSKVQEASKTGYTTVAFGLRVRTPILAKTILGNRAT 
PYEAQSEARTMGNAHGQSYGMLNNRAAIELQERLFDSKYVYDILPISHIHDAQYFLVRNKAGAVKWLNDNLIECMEWQDN 
DNIRHEQVKLGGQLSIFYPSWDKEYKL 
>4 
MLNNWLDNLKQDGRLHGRVNTNGAITGRMTHSDPNLAQVPAGYSPYGKEMRSLFTIPNGYKLVGADAAQLELRMLAHYMN 
DKDYTNEILNGDVHTANQIAAGLDTRDKAKTFIYAFLYGAGDAKIGSIVGGSSDDGRTLKARFLSNTPALAGLRQRVDDT 
>5 
MPDSMRHPVVDTIVEEYHKGDVDLHQMVADLANIKRKEAKTVNLGIMYGMGVGKLAAQLDISKEEAKNLIEQHRTNVPFV 
KQLASIASQRAEDQGQIRTLLGRKCRFHLWEPKTFGYNKPMRLEEAKKEYGNINNLKRAFTYKALNKLIQGSAAD 

Expected output  
   
>REF_1 
MVQIPQNPLILVDGSSYLYRAYHAFPPLTNSAGEPTGAMYGVLNMLRSLIMQYKPTHAAVVFDAKGKTFRDELFEHYKSHRPPMPD
DLRAQIEPLHAMVKAMGLPLLAVSGVEADDVIGTLAREAEKAGRPVLISTGDKDMAQLVTPNITLINTMTNTILGPEEVVNKYGVP
PELIIDFLALMGDSSDNIPGVPGVGEKTAQALLQGLGGLDTLYAEPEKIAGLSFRGAKTMAAKLEQNKEVAYLSYQLATIKTDVEL
ELTCEQLEVQPPAAEELLGLFKKYEFKRWTADVEAGKWLQAKGVKPAARPQETSVADEAPEVTATVISYDNYVTILDEETLKEWIA
KLEKAPVFAFDTETDSLDNISANLVGLSFAIEPGVAAYIPV 
>REF_2 
MKTLNIDIETYSDEDLTKVGVYKYADSPNFEILLFAYSVDGQPVECEDLTISEIPDEIVAALTDKNVLKIAFNAQFERVCLSKYLG
VPYYLDPAQWHCTMVHANELGLPASLGQCAKYLNIEQQKDTRGTQLINFFSKPCKPTKKNGMRTRNLPEHAPEKWQTFIEYCIQDV
NVEMAIANKLNRFPVPESEWKLYTLDQRINDRGAEIDHELATAAIDIMADLSEAGLNEMKELTGLENPNSLAQLKKWLEEQGTPFE
KLGKEVVLKALALGNLPENVAEVLKLRLSLSNSSTKKYLMMDNARCSDN 
>REF_3 
MNIDIETYSSNDISKCGAYKYTEAEDFEILIIAYSIDGGAISAIDMTKVDNEPFHADFETFKIALFDPAVKKYAFNANFERTCLAK
HFNKQMPPEEWICTMVNSMRIGLPASLDKVGEVLRLQNQKDKAGKNLIRYFSIPCKPTKVNGGRTRNLPEHDLEKWQQFIDYCIRD
VEVEMTIAHKIKDFPVTAIEQAYWVFDQHINDRGIKLSKSLMLGANVLDKQSKEELLNQAKHITGLENPNSPTQLLAWLKDDQGLD
IPNLQKKTVQEYLKEATGKAKKMLEIRLQMSKTSVKKYNKMHDMMC 
>REF_4 
MNIDIETYSSNDISKCGAYKYTEAEDFEILIIAYSIDGGAISAIDMTKVDNEPFHADFETFKIALFDPAVKKYAFNANFERTCLAK
HFNKQMPPEEWICTMVNSMRIGLPASLDKVGEVLRLQNQKDKAGKNLIRYFSIPCKPTKVNGGRTRNLPEHDLEKWQQFIDYCIRD 
>REF_5 
MNIDIETYSSNDISKCGAYKYTEAEDFEILIIAYSIDGGAISAIDMTKVDNEPFHADYETFKIALFDPAVKKYAFNANFERTCLAK
HFNKQMPPEEWICTMVNSMRIGLPASLDKVGEVLRLQSQKDKAGKNLIRY 
>1 
MVVHYAYSDGLDVRSIVNGYRSGEADFHEMVAEIAQISRRQAKTINLGMMYGMGKGKLMNELGIDKEEAEEIVSIYQNKV 
PFVKQLTYNVMDKASARGEIKTLLGRHCRFPFFEPRKFGEKGFYKTKEEAIDALGHGNYKRAGTYKALNKLIQGSAADQT 
KKAMVDLYEEDGIIPHIQVHDELNISVENKGEALSIKKKM 
>2 
LPNLQRGTINDVLDNESLIPAVRAVLEARIGATKITSAKVQRALGLVAGDGRIRNCLAYHGAHTGRWSGRSFQPQNLSRG 
IKCDVDQLVAETMAGYQPTDDELSTLIRACVVGGDGGMLTVMDYSQIEVRVLAWLAGQQSVLDAFEAGQDIYVNMAAKVF 
GENEVSDLQRNTVGKPLILGCGFGLGSKTFEIFG 
>3 
KNPTFLLTYGGTYYGLIKLGFSEIEAKAIEDSYHALYKVSDDWIRSKVQEASKTGYTTVAFGLRVRTPILAKTILGNRAT 
PYEAQSEARTMGNAHGQSYGMLNNRAAIELQERLFDSKYVYDILPISHIHDAQYFLVRNKAGAVKWLNDNLIECMEWQDN 
DNIRHEQVKLGGQLSIFYPSWDKEYKL 
>4 
MLNNWLDNLKQDGRLHGRVNTNGAITGRMTHSDPNLAQVPAGYSPYGKEMRSLFTIPNGYKLVGADAAQLELRMLAHYMN 
DKDYTNEILNGDVHTANQIAAGLDTRDKAKTFIYAFLYGAGDAKIGSIVGGSSDDGRTLKARFLSNTPALAGLRQRVDDT 
>5 
MPDSMRHPVVDTIVEEYHKGDVDLHQMVADLANIKRKEAKTVNLGIMYGMGVGKLAAQLDISKEEAKNLIEQHRTNVPFV 
KQLASIASQRAEDQGQIRTLLGRKCRFHLWEPKTFGYNKPMRLEEAKKEYGNINNLKRAFTYKALNKLIQGSAAD 

Actual output  
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 The results of AP – 1 to AP – 5 have responded with the changes in 

larger datasets in exactly the same manner as demonstrated with a smaller dataset. The 

results in this validation study have been demonstrated using smaller datasets because 

this helps explain the basic logic of each of the scripts within the reformatting section 

of AutoPhy.  

 AP – 7: Validating code - autophy-06-trim_reg_int.pl 

 Function of code: This code has been explained in detail Chapter – 2. 

The sequences are chopped to the length of the coverage, specified by the start and 

end coordinates of the reference sequence.   
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 Expected output: The expected output for this code is a trimmed 

sequence based on the start and end coordinate.  

Table 3.7: Input and output files for AP – 7; output shown for different trimmed 
regions 

Input: multiple sequence alignment in Phylip format (Figure 2.5) 

Output: trimmed sequence; start coordinate = 700 and end coordinate = 720 

REF_1 V-I-------VSADYSQI----ELRIMAHLS------------RD  
6     K-L-------VAADYSQI----ELRIMAHLA------------QD  
19    GKL-------TDTDFSNK----EFISL----------------TT  
14    K-L-------VSFDYSQI----ELRLAAEIS------------SD  
17    S-F-------ISADYSQI----ELRVMAHMS------------KD  

Alignment on geneious 

 
Output: trimmed sequence; start coordinate = 604 and end coordinate = 618 
REF_1 GGAPST-SEEVLEELA 
6 KGQPST-AEAVLAELA 
19 ---HDIENKEVLMM-- 
14 SGTYST-DSSTLNNLA 
17 GGQPST-DEKVLAELA 

Alignment on geneious 

 

Output: trimmed sequence; start coordinate = 85 and end coordinate = 130  
REF_1 PDDLRAQIEPLHAMVKAMGLPLLAVSGV--EAD--------------DV-IGT-----LA-----------------REAEKA--------------GR 
6 PDDLRLQIEPLHASVKALGLPLLCVDGV--EAD--------------DVIGT------LA-----------------RQSAAS--------------GC 
19 --------------------DVELTYQLF-EIF--------------LKVFPKKELKVID-----------------MTLRMF--------------ID 
14 ------MPIYKEVTIPMEEYGVDLDMELLQETHDNIVKDLEENKDVVMKSLLATSEAKKW-----------------VMNTAF-------DNFPPNHKG 
17      --MDYSDKAILCHNTAFDGAILSWHFGIKPKLW------------LDTLSMARPLHKIEV-----------------GGSLKA--------------LA 

Alignment on geneious 
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Output: trimmed sequence; start coordinate = 66 and end coordinate = 110 

REF_1 GKTFRDELFEDYKSHRPPMPDDLRLQIEPLHASVKALGLPLLCVD  
6     GKTFRDELFEDYKSHRPPMPDDLRLQIEPLHASVKALGLPLLCVD  
19    ---------------------------------------DVELTY  
14    -------------------------MPIYKEVTIPMEEYGVDLDM  
17    ---------------------MDYSDKAILCHNTAFDGAILSWHF  
 

Alignment on geneious 

 
Output: trimmed sequence; start coordinate = 695 and end coordinate = 795 
REF_1 APED-YV-I-------VSADYSQI----ELRIMAHLS------------RDKGLL--TAFAE--GKDIHRATA-----AE-V-------FGL-P-----------
LETVTSE----------QRRSAKAINF----GLIY--GMSAFGLARQL-------------------------------------------------------------------
---NIPRKEAQKYMDLYFERY  
6     APKG-YK-L-------VAADYSQI----ELRIMAHLA------------QDPGLL--HAFQN--GLDVHKATA-----AE-V-------FGV-E-----------
LDEVSND----------QRRKAKAINF----GLIY--GMSAFGLAKQI-------------------------------------------------------------------
---DVDRKQAQAYIDRYFTRY  
19    VSDKIAGKL-------TDTDFSNK----EFISL----------------TTQNIF--KIYPKFSDNSIVAYDC-----LVFI-------HDPNK-----------
RPDNLLNLCKHVEQANLLTKKSSIEEYLNFLSLNYKKIVSEIKLFQSD-------------------------------------------------------------------
----------KDLMKLYVELD  
14    SGKG-KK-L-------VSFDYSQI----ELRLAAEIS------------SDKNFI--KAFKN--NEDIHASTA-----KE-I-------FNLND-----------
SQINND-----------YRRKAKAINF----GILY--GISPYGLAKQL-------------------------------------------------------------------
---DISNTEAKDYINEYL---  
17    PSPG-NS-F-------ISADYSQI----ELRVMAHMS------------KDSGLL--KAFQQ--GEDVHSKTA-----SE-V-------FNV-E-----------
LDEVTPD----------LRRNAKAINF----GLIY--GISAFGLGKQL-------------------------------------------------------------------
---GISRNLAAEYMALYFEKY  

Alignment on geneious [Alignment was too long to be shown in this section] 

 
 

 

AP – 8: Validating code - autophy-07-ratio_calc_for_selseqs.pl 

Function of code: This code is able to calculate the ratio of complete coverage 

excluding the external gaps for each of the sequences and lists it out in a file separated 
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by tabs. A regular expression is used to calculate the coverage excluding the external 

gaps.  

To recap through the ratio calculation: 

 Ratio = (Aligned amino acids + internal gaps) 

    (End coordinate +1) – Start coordinate 

Aligned amino acids + internal gaps, are captured by the following regular 

expression: /(\w.*\w)/ 

Expected output: Each sequence should have the sequence name, the trimmed 

sequence, and the ratio calculated associated with it, which uses the regular expression 

above.  
 

Table 3.8: Input and output files for AP – 8 

Input: Trimmed sequence from AP – 8; start coordinate = 700 and end coordinate = 
720 
REF_1 V-I-------VSADYSQI----ELRIMAHLS------------RD 1.000 
6     K-L-------VAADYSQI----ELRIMAHLA------------QD 1.000 
19    GKL-------TDTDFSNK----EFISL----------------TT 1.000 
14    K-L-------VSFDYSQI----ELRLAAEIS------------SD 1.000 
17    S-F-------ISADYSQI----ELRVMAHMS------------KD 1.000 

Output:  
REF_1 V-I-------VSADYSQI----ELRIMAHLS------------RD 1.000 
6     K-L-------VAADYSQI----ELRIMAHLA------------QD 1.000 
19    GKL-------TDTDFSNK----EFISL----------------TT 1.000 
14    K-L-------VSFDYSQI----ELRLAAEIS------------SD 1.000 
17    S-F-------ISADYSQI----ELRVMAHMS------------KD 1.000 

Input: Trimmed sequence from AP – 8; start coordinate = 604 and end coordinate = 
618 
REF_1 GGAPST-SEEVLEELA  
6     KGQPST-AEAVLAELA  
19    ---HDIENKEVLMM--  
14    SGTYST-DSSTLNNLA  
17    GGQPST-DEKVLAELA  

Output: 
REF_1 GGAPST-SEEVLEELA 1.000 
6     KGQPST-AEAVLAELA 1.000 
19    ---HDIENKEVLMM-- 0.688 
14    SGTYST-DSSTLNNLA 1.000 
17    GGQPST-DEKVLAELA 1.000 
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Input: Trimmed sequence from AP – 8; start coordinate = 85 and end coordinate = 130  

REF_1 PDDLRAQIEPLHAMVKAMGLPLLAVSGV--EAD--------------DV-IGT-----LA-----------------REAEKA--------------GR 1.000 
6     PDDLRLQIEPLHASVKALGLPLLCVDGV--EAD--------------DVIGT------LA-----------------RQSAAS--------------GC 1.000 
14    ------MPIYKEVTIPMEEYGVDLDMELLQETHDNIVKDLEENKDVVMKSLLATSEAKKW-----------------VMNTAF-------DNFPPNHKG 0.939 
19    --------------------DVELTYQLF-EIF--------------LKVFPKKELKVID-----------------MTLRMF--------------ID 0.798 
17    --MDYSDKAILCHNTAFDGAILSWHFGIKPKLW------------LDTLSMARPLHKIEV-----------------GGSLKA--------------LA 0.980 

Output:  
REF_1 PDDLRAQIEPLHAMVKAMGLPLLAVSGV--EAD--------------DV-IGT-----LA-----------------
REAEKA--------------GR 1.000 
6     PDDLRLQIEPLHASVKALGLPLLCVDGV--EAD--------------DVIGT------LA-----------------
RQSAAS--------------GC 1.000 
14    ------MPIYKEVTIPMEEYGVDLDMELLQETHDNIVKDLEENKDVVMKSLLATSEAKKW-----------------
VMNTAF-------DNFPPNHKG 0.939 
19    --------------------DVELTYQLF-EIF--------------LKVFPKKELKVID-----------------
MTLRMF--------------ID 0.798 
17    --MDYSDKAILCHNTAFDGAILSWHFGIKPKLW------------LDTLSMARPLHKIEV-----------------
GGSLKA--------------LA 0.980 

Input: Trimmed sequence from AP – 8; start coordinate = 66 and end coordinate = 110  

REF_1 GKTFRDELFEDYKSHRPPMPDDLRLQIEPLHASVKALGLPLLCVD 1.000 
6     GKTFRDELFEDYKSHRPPMPDDLRLQIEPLHASVKALGLPLLCVD 1.000 
19    ---------------------------------------DVELTY 0.133 
14    -------------------------MPIYKEVTIPMEEYGVDLDM 0.444 
17    ---------------------MDYSDKAILCHNTAFDGAILSWHF 0.533 
 

Output:  
REF_1 GKTFRDELFEDYKSHRPPMPDDLRLQIEPLHASVKALGLPLLCVD 1.000 
6     GKTFRDELFEDYKSHRPPMPDDLRLQIEPLHASVKALGLPLLCVD 1.000 
19    ---------------------------------------DVELTY 0.133 
14    -------------------------MPIYKEVTIPMEEYGVDLDM 0.444 
17    ---------------------MDYSDKAILCHNTAFDGAILSWHF 0.533 
 

Input: Trimmed sequence from AP – 8; start coordinate = 695 and end coordinate = 
795 
REF_1 APED-YV-I-------VSADYSQI----ELRIMAHLS------------RDKGLL--TAFAE--GKDIHRATA-----
AE-V-------FGL-P-----------LETVTSE----------QRRSAKAINF----GLIY--GMSAFGLARQL-----------
-----------------------------------------------------------NIPRKEAQKYMDLYFERY 1.000 
6     APKG-YK-L-------VAADYSQI----ELRIMAHLA------------QDPGLL--HAFQN--GLDVHKATA-----
AE-V-------FGV-E-----------LDEVSND----------QRRKAKAINF----GLIY--GMSAFGLAKQI-----------
-----------------------------------------------------------DVDRKQAQAYIDRYFTRY 1.000 
19    VSDKIAGKL-------TDTDFSNK----EFISL----------------TTQNIF--KIYPKFSDNSIVAYDC-----
LVFI-------HDPNK-----------RPDNLLNLCKHVEQANLLTKKSSIEEYLNFLSLNYKKIVSEIKLFQSD-----------
------------------------------------------------------------------KDLMKLYVELD 1.000 
14    SGKG-KK-L-------VSFDYSQI----ELRLAAEIS------------SDKNFI--KAFKN--NEDIHASTA-----
KE-I-------FNLND-----------SQINND-----------YRRKAKAINF----GILY--GISPYGLAKQL-----------
-----------------------------------------------------------DISNTEAKDYINEYL--- 0.988 
17    PSPG-NS-F-------ISADYSQI----ELRVMAHMS------------KDSGLL--KAFQQ--GEDVHSKTA-----
SE-V-------FNV-E-----------LDEVTPD----------LRRNAKAINF----GLIY--GISAFGLGKQL-----------
-----------------------------------------------------------GISRNLAAEYMALYFEKY 1.000 

Output:  
REF_1 APED-YV-I-------VSADYSQI----ELRIMAHLS------------RDKGLL--TAFAE--GKDIHRATA-----
AE-V-------FGL-P-----------LETVTSE----------QRRSAKAINF----GLIY--GMSAFGLARQL-----------
-----------------------------------------------------------NIPRKEAQKYMDLYFERY 1.000 
6     APKG-YK-L-------VAADYSQI----ELRIMAHLA------------QDPGLL--HAFQN--GLDVHKATA-----
AE-V-------FGV-E-----------LDEVSND----------QRRKAKAINF----GLIY--GMSAFGLAKQI-----------
-----------------------------------------------------------DVDRKQAQAYIDRYFTRY 1.000 
19    VSDKIAGKL-------TDTDFSNK----EFISL----------------TTQNIF--KIYPKFSDNSIVAYDC-----
LVFI-------HDPNK-----------RPDNLLNLCKHVEQANLLTKKSSIEEYLNFLSLNYKKIVSEIKLFQSD-----------
------------------------------------------------------------------KDLMKLYVELD 1.000 
14    SGKG-KK-L-------VSFDYSQI----ELRLAAEIS------------SDKNFI--KAFKN--NEDIHASTA-----
KE-I-------FNLND-----------SQINND-----------YRRKAKAINF----GILY--GISPYGLAKQL-----------
-----------------------------------------------------------DISNTEAKDYINEYL--- 0.988 
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17    PSPG-NS-F-------ISADYSQI----ELRVMAHMS------------KDSGLL--KAFQQ--GEDVHSKTA-----
SE-V-------FNV-E-----------LDEVTPD----------LRRNAKAINF----GLIY--GISAFGLGKQL-----------
-----------------------------------------------------------GISRNLAAEYMALYFEKY 1.000 

 

 

AP – 9: Validating code - autophy-08-sel_seqs.pl 

Function of code: This code is able to select the sequences based on the 

threshold mentioned listed out for each of the sequence. A regular expression is used 

to capture the ratio.   

It looks like the following; $res =~ /(\d+|\w+) (.*) ([\d.]+)/ 

 Expected output: The digits captured within the BR – 3 have to extract 

the ratios from output of AP – 8  

Table 3.9: Input and output files for AP – 9 

Input: ratio calculation output from AP – 9; start coordinate = 85 and end coordinate = 

130  

REF_1 PDDLRAQIEPLHAMVKAMGLPLLAVSGV--EAD--------------DV-IGT-----LA----
-------------REAEKA--------------GR 1.000 
6     PDDLRLQIEPLHASVKALGLPLLCVDGV--EAD--------------DVIGT------LA----
-------------RQSAAS--------------GC 1.000 
14    ------MPIYKEVTIPMEEYGVDLDMELLQETHDNIVKDLEENKDVVMKSLLATSEAKKW----
-------------VMNTAF-------DNFPPNHKG 0.939 
19    --------------------DVELTYQLF-EIF--------------LKVFPKKELKVID----
-------------MTLRMF--------------ID 0.798 
17     --MDYSDKAILCHNTAFDGAILSWHFGIKPKLW------------LDTLSMARPLHKIEV---
--------------GGSLKA--------------LA 0.980 

 

 

Specific bracketed 
region of interest in 
regex: BR – 3  
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 This table was taken as an example test run for this script from the AP 

– 7 and AP – 8. The script has a range of ratios to choose from and different thresholds 

will be tested to test the durability of the script 

Table  3.10: Range of threshold tests 

Threshold ≥	0.95 

Expected output: 3 of the sequences from the table above should be chosen; REF_1, 6, 

and 17 

Actual output: 

 

Threshold ≥ 0.93 

Expected output: 4 of the sequences from the table above should be chosen; REF_1, 6, 

17, and 14 

Actual output:  

 

Threshold ≥	1.000 

Expected output: 2 of the sequences from the table above should be chosen; REF_1 

and 6 

Actual output: 
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Threshold ≥	0.799 

Expected output: 4 of the sequences from the table above should be chosen; REF_1, 6, 

17, and 14 

Actual output: 

 

Threshold ≥	0.78 

Expected output: All 5 sequences from the table above should be chosen; REF_1, 6, 

17, 19 and 14 

Actual output: 

 

 

 From the results shown above for each of the scripts, it is seen that the 

trim suite functions in the way expected.  

AP – 10, AP – 11 are codes specific to the path followed by AutoPhy for 

clustering option. The scripts are used to make the flow of data easier through the 

pipeline [Chapter – 2 for more explanation].  
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AP – 10: Validating code - autophy-choose_REF__seqs.pl 

Function of code: The code specifically pulls out sequences with “REF_” 

appendage. Basically, this code extracts the reference sequences from the input before 

multiple sequence alignment is performed. 

 

Table  3.11: Input and output files for AP – 10 

Input: 
>87   MILTLDVENTVTERNGKMHLDPFEPDNTLVMVGMLTEAGDETIVTFDHSECAPTDNGRQIVQDMLDQTTLLVCHNASH 
DLVIDTANNNLLKLVNKKWMLDFNVPLLLEAKIGDNWLDTKSV 
>88 MILVLDVENTVVERNGKMHLDPFEPENTLVMVGMLDEDGNEDIVTFDHAEHKPTLEGRSIVQDKLDGTSLLICHNA 
AHDLVIDMANKNLLKIVNNKWQLDFNVPLLLEAKIGPNWLDTKDV  
>REF_10 MRHLNIDIETYSSNDIKNGVYKYADAEDFEILLFAYSIDGGEVECLDLTRQSLPEDIKDMLFDDK 
VRKHAFNAQFERVCL 
>89 MKITLDVENTVTHRDGKMHLDPFEVNNSLTMVGMLTDQDDETLVVFDHEEAAPADQESFDLVQSYLDEATVL 
IMHNAAHDGFTSPFYMKD 
>REF_9 MKINSLDIETEAVDPAEKLYAALQPWRLRQGRSRITSIAVCRPGFTVDQIVNRGDNTLWLREMIDLLDSVGND 
VVYAHNA 

Expected output: Sequences with header names starting with “REF_” should get 
specifically selected 

Actual output: 

 

 

AP – 11: Validating code - autophy-13_combine_ref_que.pl 

Function of code: This code is used to combine the reference sequences with 

the query sequences. The reference sequences are added at the beginning, for the 

purpose of an optimized alignment. Uses AP – 10 output.  

 

AP – 13 is specific to the path of AutoPhy for the non – clustering path.  
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AP – 13: Validating code - autophy-09-format_fa-phyl.pl 

Function of code: This code changes the format of the file from fasta to phylip 

format.  

 

Table  3.12: Input and output files for AP – 13 

Input:  
>87 
MILTLDVENTVTERNGKMHLDPFEPDNTLVMVGMLTEAGDETIVTFDHSECAPTDNGRQIVQDMLDQTTLLVCHNASHDLVIDTAN
NNLLKLVNKKWMLDFNVPLLLEAKIGDNWLDTKSV 
>88 
MILVLDVENTVVERNGKMHLDPFEPENTLVMVGMLDEDGNEDIVTFDHAEHKPTLEGRSIVQDKLDGTSLLICHNAAHDLVIDMAN
KNLLKIVNNKWQLDFNVPLLLEAKIGPNWLDTKDV 
>REF_10 
MRHLNIDIETYSSNDIKNGVYKYADAEDFEILLFAYSIDGGEVECLDLTRQSLPEDIKDMLFDDKVRKHAFNAQFERVCL 
>89 
MKITLDVENTVTHRDGKMHLDPFEVNNSLTMVGMLTDQDDETLVVFDHEEAAPADQESFDLVQSYLDEATVLIMHNAAHDGFTSPF
YMKD 
>REF_9 
MKINSLDIETEAVDPAEKLYAALQPWRLRQGRSRITSIAVCRPGFTVDQIVNRGDNTLWLREMIDLLDSVGNDVVYAHNA 

Expected output: convert fasta to phylip format 

Actual output: 

 

 

AP–L–1: Validating code – autophy-log-2_sel_seqs_less.pl  

Function of code: This checks for the number of sequences within the file and 

if the number of sequences within the file is less than 5, the file does not continue with 
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phylogenetic analysis. This decision code is a fail-safe option in the pipeline. The code 

makes sure that enough sequences go into RAxML for phylogenetic analysis.  

 

Table  3.13: logic of AP–L–1  

If sequences file > 5 

File moves forward for phylogenetic analysis 

If sequences in file < 5; the following message is displayed and the pipeline stops  

 

 

This code is common between the clustering following path and the path 

without that option. 

 

AP – 12: Validating code – autophy-10-header_returner.pl 

Function of code: This code puts the original header names back into the 

newick file that is produced as output by phylogenetic analysis.  

Table 3.14: Input and Output of AP – 12  

Input:  
((((((((((82:0.02779055439974751837,20:0.12897776024335469436):0.05626358621016776251,
30:0.19069499680863016833):3.68620792937130303812,77:0.73590479035098710359):0.2322349
6118279995937,(REF_1:0.09734675025793361469,(48:0.25426024525950130517,(100:0.23490393
865680717078,1:0.21485943221708672657):0.32746153214701667622):0.10824733339340221472)
:0.25000132124422480562):0.02647819925374549771,(69:0.72024593570220707406,((78:0.0755
1671659185861529,97:0.23728685856228237672):0.14206476806398768420,56:0.00000100000050
002909):2.87896335493411070772):4.13292624736433555910):0.0; 
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Output:  
((((((((((CBJ_sngl100000004302_842_3_1:0.02779055439974751837,CBB_sngl100000000709_1_6
69_1:0.12897776024335469436)0.05626358621016776251,CBB_sngl100000001668_1_699_1:0.1906
9499680863016833):3.68620792937130303812,REFERENCE_Escheria_coli_IAI39 DNA polymerase 
I[EscheriacoliIAI39]:0.73590479035098710359):0.23223496118279995937,(CBB_sngl100000005
014_2_709_1:0.09734675025793361469,(CBB_sngl100000004883_86_796_1:0.254260245259501305
17,(CBJ_sngl100000008238_886_2_1:0.23490393865680717078,CBB_deg7180000000601_1100_2101
_3:0.21485943221708672657):0.32746153214701667622):0.10824733339340221472):0.250001321
24422480562):0.02647819925374549771,(CBJ_sngl100000002029_2_979_1:0.720245935702207074
06,((CBJ_sngl100000003168_1054_2_1:0.07551671659185861529,CBJ_sngl100000008092_1057_44
_1:0.23728685856228237672):0.14206476806398768420,CBJ_ctg7180000001310_1_1674_1:0.0000
0100000050002909):2.87896335493411070772):4.13292624736433555910):0.0; 
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3.2. Part – 2: Exploring AutoPhy results 

Part – 2 is an analysis of the output of AutoPhy. Reliable phylogenetic trees 

clade in a manner in which evolutionary relationships between sequences can be 

found. An important point to keep in mind when analyzing phylogenetic trees is the 

clading of sequences, and if these are grouping in a manner, that tell a story, it is good 

proof that the sequences in the phylogenetic tree are evolutionarily related and are 

generally clading according to it. This chapter will be used to analyze the story.   

AutoPhy result is analyzed in correlation with data of a manually curated tree 

in this chapter, in addition to display of the AutoPhy result. Manually curated trees are 

considered gold standard trees, in phylogenetics. The data when used to make trees 

manually is continually improved and a manually intensive iterative process of 

deletion of sequences is used to obtain the optimum tree.  

There is always a possibility of variation in the data that has been processed in 

two different ways. In all processes automatic, there is a probability of missing data, or 

not considering what the naked eye would. Spontaneity of choice is another important 

factor to be taken into consideration, in cases where manually curated trees are being 

created. AutoPhy has been built with the attempt of keeping all of these factors in 

mind, and more.  

This chapter consists of four parts; each part deals with different parts of 

AutoPhy output and the relevant information from the manually curated tree. Section 

3.2.1 discusses background information on the manually curated tree. Section 3.2.2 

consists information on the methodology of both the protocols. Section 3.2.3 shows 
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the results obtained. Section 3.2.4 discusses the results of both the trees and compares 

them. 

3.2.1. Background 

DNA polymerase family A is an important family of enzymes that are 

responsible for synthesizing DNA molecules. In this section, a short introduction of 

the manually curated tree is given. 

Nasko et al (in preparation) have worked on a dataset consisting of both 

Smithsonian Environmental Research Center (SERC) and MgOl metagenomic 

sequences. The open reading frames of the datasets were predicted using 

MetaGeneMark (pap). The sequences were confirmed to a Pol I using NCBI’s 

Conserved Domain BLAST online tool (pap). In this project, a tree was constructed 

using both the datasets to better understand the global diversity of Pol I. 

  

Figure 3.5: Nasko et al (in preparation) Distribution of sequences (same dataset) 
within the manually curated tree 
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Figure 3.5, is the manually curated tree developed as a result of this study. The 

different colored branches in the tree indicate to the source of the sequences (SERC or 

MgOl). The colored bands around different clades of the tree represent the amino acid 

present at the 762 position.  

Iroki has been used to color the sequences based on the criteria of 

study/interest in the manually curated tree as well as the AutoPhy output. This tool has 

been used separately to color the sequences based on the header information provided 

for the result section. The tool was built with the idea of recognizing a group of 

sequences with ease. The number of sequences that need to be studied keep increasing 

and it is easier to make evolutionary inferences when the sequences can be colored 

based on their label, branch etc., in an automated fashion. Iroki is one such tool [27]. 

The sequences that have been used in the dataset for the manually curated tree 

(and AutoPhy) have a unique annotation system. In this system, the 762 residue of the 

sequences has been mentioned in the header. For e.g. EC_tools_L_utg7180001084019 

_1_672__435__0__F22 indicates to a “_L_” or “_L”(depending on source of the 

sequence; SERC or MgOl), which indicates to the specific amino acid in the 762 

position. This header annotation system has been used for all amino acids (F, L, Y). 

While analyzing global diversity of DNA polymerase family A and other than 

building a manually curated tree for selected DNA polymerase sequences, factors that 

were taken into consideration as a part of the study, were the replication systems of the 

bacteriophage populations. The focus was also on the neighbors of polA and the 

overall genetic composition of polA containing contigs. It was found that various 

phage populations had diverse replisome compositions, and this feature could have 
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possibly been shaped by the preference in hosts and lifestyle by the phage. The 

phylogenetic relationships among the viruses were investigated. 

 

3.2.2. Methodology exploration 

For the manually curated tree a region of 125-aa region was chosen (N675-

L799) in the E coli Pol I gene product. The sequences were then aligned using 

MAFFT and clustered at 75% using MOTHUR. 

The parameters used in the pipeline (AutoPhy) are the same as that used in the 

manually curated tree. The region used for trimming was the 125-aa region: N675-

L799 in the E coli Pol I gene product. Clustering parameter used was 75% and the 

threshold level of selection of sequences was a strict 100% or 1.000(depending on 

coverage percentage or ratio) for complete coverage in terms of length of the region of 

interest in the reference sequence. The sequences used as reference in the manually 

curated tree, were also used for AutoPhy validation study. 

 
Table 3.15: Table listing the tools used in both protocols 
Tools  
 

Manually curated tree AutoPhy 

Multiple sequence 
alignment 

MAFFT [16] MUSCLE 

Clustering (@75%) MOTHUR USEARCH 
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3.2.3. Results  

The sequences were submitted to AutoPhy, with instructions of a strict 

threshold of 1.000 and 75% clustering, adhering to the protocol followed for the 

manually curated tree.  

Table 3.16: AutoPhy statistics 

Statistics at various junctures of AutoPhy 

Input sequences  3260 

Reference sequences 11 

Output from trim suite at a threshold level 

of a 100% (1.000 ratio) coverage of 

region of interest 

2517 

Clustered output (including reference 

sequences) 

725 

 

Table 3.17: Manually curated tree statistics 

Statistics at various junctures of manually curated tree 

Input sequences  3260 

Reference sequences 11 

Trimming Strict Iterative process used to choose the 

sequences of interest 

Clustered output (including reference 

sequences)  

181(final result) 
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Figure 3.6: Snapshot of a clade, consisting of leucines within the AutoPhy result 
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Figure 3.7: phylogram of AutoPhy result (with 725 sequences) including reference 
sequences 

The clade shown in Figure 3.6 is from the phylogenetic tree that consisted 725 

sequences (AutoPhy result). Majority of the sequences within the different clades were 

seen to have uniformity of sequences when amino acid at position 762 was considered.   

Figure 3.7 shows the phylogram result output of AutoPhy. There is uniformity 

in representation of headers in corroboration specific amino acid at the position 

(explained in section 3.2.1). The trees with different colors depending on the amino 
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acid mentioned in the header have been made using Iroki. Each branch is colored 

depending on the amino acid that the sequence header has been assigned. Sequence 

headers with “_T”(tyrosine) for example have been colored with green. 

   

 

Figure 3.8: phylogram of phylogenetic tree without singletons (with 300 sequences) 
including reference sequences 

The phylogenetic tree shown in Figure 3.8 has been constructed without taking 

singletons into consideration. This tree was created to view the result without extra 
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noise created by the deep branches. The total number of singleton sequences was 425. 

This phylogram has been discussed further in the next section.  

  

 

Figure 3.9: cladogram of phylogenetic tree without singletons 

The cladogram in Figure 3.9 has been shown to understand the general 

sequence clading uniformity in Figure 3.8. Discussed further in section 3.2.4. 
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3.2.4. Discussion 

AutoPhy was developed with the aim to capture the marker diversity of interest 

in shotgun metagenomic data, submitted to VIROME. If the sequences are able to 

clade in a manner in which information on the potential relationship can be found and 

if the region of interest in the sequences is widely observed, this could help identify 

the specific population under investigation.  

In this section, the output of AutoPhy and the manually curated tree are 

analyzed. Various factors involved in both studies have been discussed. This section 

also discusses the inference from the various trees shown in section 3.2.3 and the 

issues seen with them currently, and possible solutions.  

Figure 3.10 shows all the trees of importance in the study. The figure on the 

extreme right is the manually curated tree with two leucine clusters and two (exactly 

next to each other) phenylalanine clusters and one tyrosine cluster. Each of the colored 

branches represents the source of the sequences. The tree went through an intensive 

process of manual curation that will be described further in this section.  

Figure 3.10 compares the tree without singletons to the grouping pattern of the 

manually curated tree. Figure 3.8 and 3.9 were developed with the idea of looking at 

trees without extra noise created by the deeper branches. This tree was built to see the 

pattern of grouping of the sequences without the noise. While building trees without 

singletons, the loss of diversity of the dataset was considered, but singleton sequences 

also tend towards being erroneous, though it might not always be the case. The tree 

with 725 sequences (Figure 3.7) is seen to have a lot of deep branching and some of 

the groups have mixed sequences within the clades, even though the general grouping 

of sequences within clades are observed to group based on the amino acid of interest at  
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Figure 3.10: This figure shows the three trees of importance in the study and a 
comparison. The cladogram on the extreme left shows the distribution of 
sequences according to the amino acid at position 762; the figure on the 
extreme right shows the distribution of sequences in the phylogenetic tree 
in the based on the amino acid and source of the sequence 

 

position 762(F, L, Y). The two phenylalanine clades appear separately in the 

AutoPhy result instead of together as seen in the manually curated tree. The deep 
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branching and the mixed clades could be occurring because of certain issues. 

Misalignment could be a possible issue, and the other issue could be the misannotation 

of the sequences, which means that the sequences might not actually be DNA 

polymerase sequences. If a different amino acid is present at the position of interest in 

the alignment, the alignment could workout differently. Misalignment adds deep 

branches to the phylogenetic tree. The cladogram in Figure 3.10 shows the general 

grouping of the sequences based on the amino acid of interest.  

The main reason contributing to a lower number of sequences (Table 3.18) in 

the final manually curated tree was that an intensive iterative process of manually 

deleting sequences occurred. Most deletions were made for the following reasons:  

1. Alignment shifted with each iteration 

2. Invalid amino acid/gap present at that position 

In AutoPhy, before the sequences are submitted to RAxML (right before step 

AP – 12), multiple sequence alignment is performed on centroid sequences in fasta 

format. This alignment was viewed on Geneious (Figure 3.11). 
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Figure 3.11: snapshot of alignment in Geneious, blue column shows amino acids in 
the position 762 in different sequences 

 

If we take position 762 as a conformation of alignment of sequences, most of 

the residues present at position 762 in the alignment (Figure 3.11) were of significance 

(F, Y, L). The observation made was that a few of the sequences had gaps or different 

amino acids present at this position. 
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Table  3.18: snapshot alignment statistics 

Total number of sequences Gap or a different amino acid at position 

725 55 

 

This error (Table 3.19) in alignment (and at this position) can be expected from 

an automated tool, as an automated tool might overlook many issues that the human 

eye can see. Manually curated trees are always of better standard because of proofing 

taking place at every step.  

If the erroneous sequences were to be removed and multiple sequence 

alignment repeated, the possibility that the two reasons used for deletion of sequences 

for the manually curated tree, could stand true for the AutoPhy result as well. 

Removing these sequences will potentially help with better alignments, when the 

sequences are submitted for multiple sequence alignment, again. If this process of 

selection and deletion is performed repeatedly, the sequences selected for the tree 

ultimately will be highly streamlined. The shift of alignment was one of the main 

reasons for deletion of sequences, and this can be expected when the process is 

repeated after the removal of faulty alignments.  
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Chapter 4 

CONCLUSION  

AutoPhy was developed with the aim to capture the marker diversity of interest 

in shotgun metagenomic data. To elucidate this process a phylogenetic tree was 

created. The hope was that this phylogenetic tree would be able to show the 

evolutionary relationship within the clades and sequences. If the sequences are able to 

clade in a manner in which information on the potential relationship could be found, 

the marker is worth taking into consideration. If the region of interest in the sequences 

is widely observed, this could be a region in the sequences that could help identify the 

specific population under investigation. 

AutoPhy would be run as a middle layer in the VIROME pipeline and not as a 

standalone tool, with strict upstream analysis of sequences before getting submitted to 

the tool. 

As a part of validation the perl scripts that were integrated into the pipeline 

produced output according to the expected output. The trim suite specifically, was able 

to select sequences based on the threshold level given with precision (Chapter -3, Part 

-1:Validation of scripts).  

The output of AutoPhy was also examined in correlation with the data of the 

manually curated tree.  
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There are a few points to be kept in mind before concluding this chapter.  

 

A. Aim of AutoPhy 

The preliminary aim was to build a tool that would be able to quantify the 

region of interest (in marker gene). The tool should have been able to survey the 

dataset submitted and to be able to recognize the region of importance based on the 

reference sequence. It should also be able to produce a phylogenetic tree. AutoPhy 

was able to perform the above functions (Figure 3.5 and 3.6).  

B. Curating the tree 

Automatic tools are not able to cover all the conditions based on which trees 

when manually curated are covered. They are not able to include spontaneity of 

decision and the keen observation power of the human eye when looking at very 

specific point.  

In the Discussion section of the previous chapter a few important things were 

taken into consideration.  

• 762 position 

• Reasons for deletion of sequences from manually curated tree 

When the multiple sequence alignment was viewed on Genious to survey the 

amino acids at the 762 positions of all the sequences, based on the E coli reference, it 

was observed that the majority of the sequences contained the amino acid of interest at 

the position (F, L, Y). It was also observed that there were sequences, which were not 

annotated with the correct amino acid or had a gap at the position (Figure 3.11). 

Majority of the sequences having the significant amino acid at the position was able to 
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prove that AutoPhy was working as expected for a “first cut” and the erroneous 

placement at this position the fallibility of automatic tools and need for improvement.  

During the development of the manually curated tree the sequences in the 

dataset had undergone repeated multiple sequence alignment, clustering and trimming 

with a very strict criterion for deletion of sequences. The sequences were deleted 

whenever necessary and this included shifting of alignment or the absence of an amino 

acid of significance from the 762 positions.  

Considering all of these points, suggestions for future improvements of 

AutoPhy to achieve cleaner and better standard trees have been listed: 

1. Adding a script to the pipeline to remove gap or alternate amino acid in 

specific position of interest, if necessary 

2. Trim suite and multiple sequence alignment executed iteratively 

3. Testing with a different aligner for multiple sequence alignment 

4. Using a different clustering algorithm 

The difference in results could have been brought about by the difference in 

the aligner used, difference in the clustering algorithm used or the difference in the 

number of times trimming and multiple sequence alignment performed. The aim of 

comparing the result of an automated tool and manually curated tree is to observe if 

the automated tool is group sequences within the clades in a similar manner. From the 

result section the conclusion is that AutoPhy is able to do the necessary.  

The fact of deep branches and mixed clades cannot be ignored, and for the first 

version of the tool, AutoPhy is able to perform reasonably. To better the performance 

of the tool, in terms of refining the number of sequences and deep branching, the 

future improvements suggested would be a place to begin.  
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The multiple sequence alignment tool and the clustering algorithm used in the 

pipeline was based on the decision that the tool should be able to handle large datasets. 

Both USEARCH and MUSCLE are known to be better with large datasets [17].  

Another point to be kept in mind before concluding is the position specificity 

that could be considered as a possible step in the tool. In the validation study, it was 

seen that performance/accuracy of the tool was being measured by position 762. If a 

step is added for position specificity then this condition could be further satisfied. This 

step would involve reading the alignment right after the clustering step. If the position 

specified as an important residue required for the description of the sequence 

functionally, is to be taken into consideration, then the sequence with the expected 

amino acid at that position only, would be selected. If the sequence does not contain 

the expected amino acid, then the sequence would be rejected. The selected sequences 

would then undergo clustering once again, before an alignment step. This could be 

repeated until the position of interest consists of the sequences with only the amino 

acid of importance. 

The development of AutoPhy was an important step towards automation of 

phylogenetic tree construction and identifying regions of interest (marker genes) 

within metagenomic sequences. The methodology chapter in this thesis gives an in 

depth look into the logic and result of each of the steps of the pipeline. The validation 

was divided into two parts. The first part dealt with the individual validation of each of 

the scripts in the pipeline. The second part involved exploring different parts of the 

AutoPhy output.  

The conclusion is that AutoPhy is able to produce a functional phylogenetic 

tree that is capable of telling a story. 
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